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Bridge spanning
channel between
centers possible

SPANNING THE GAP — Plans are currently underway to construct a 40-foot two-lane bridge, across a channel separating the Central Shopping Center from K-mart and the recently-completed
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center. The location of the structure, owner-

showers
Scattered showers possible
this afternoon with some focally heavy rain. Highs in the low
to mid 80s. Winds south 5 to 15
mph. Partly cloudy and humid
tonight. Lows in the upper 60s
to low 70s. Light south winds.
Partly cloudy and very warm
Tuesday with a 30 percent
chance of afternoon
thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid to upper 80s. Winds south 5
to 10 mph.
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ship, maintenance, and insurance requirements are some of the
points presently being discussed by repersentatives of the three major corporations involved in the purchase and placement of the
bridge.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Reagan wants tougher insanity laws
to govern decision-making juries
WASHINGTON API — President Reagan is asking Congress to
make it tougher for juries to find
defendants innocent by reason of
insanity, the verdict that enabled
presidential assailant John W.
Hinckley Jr. to escape conviction.
The controversial legislative
package, a project of presidential
counselor Edwin Meese III, a
former prosecutor, was being sent
to the House and Senate today.
Chances of congressional passage
this year are considered slim.
The. three-point proposal also
was expected to include provisions designed to make it harder
to escape conviction because of
tainted evidence or to appeal to
federal courts after conviction in
state courts.
Hinckley, who was acquitted in
the attempted assassination of
President Reagan by reason of insanity, says sending him to a mental hospital instead of prison "is
the American Way."
In an unsolicited letter to
Newsweek magazine published in
the Sept. 20 issue, Hinckley
defends the insanity defense, and
says abolishing it would be "a
travesty of justice."
In the letter, written at St.
lizabeths Hospital in
Washington, where Hinckley is incarcerated under court order,
Hinckley says, -Let's leave the in-

sanity defense alone and accept
the fact that every once in a while,
someone is going to use this
'defense of last resort' and win
with it."
Reagan didn't mention Hinckley
when he told a national radio audience on Saturday that he would
propose what he called "common
sense revisions" in laws governing the use of the insanity defense
in federal criminal cases. But he
said the defense "has been Much
misinterpreted and abused."
Attorney General William
French Smith said Sunday the administration would like to see insanity eliminated as a defense, except when the mental illness is so
severe that the intent to commit
the crime cannot be established.
"If that necessary intent is not
there because of mental defect,
then, of course, the crime itself
would not be established," Smith
said on the ABC television program "This Week with David
Brinkley."
"If the crime is established and
there is an insanity element to the
crime, then that would be
something that should be considered during sentencing," the
attorney general added.
The legislation Reagan was sending up today has little chance of
passage in the current session of
Congress because all three major

it

LYNN GROVE FIRE — Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad were able to save the Lynn
Grove Grocery building during an early Sunday morning fire. The fire started in the cafe Ishown above) on
the west side of the brick structure. The adjoining post office suffered minor fire and smoke damage. The remainder of the building, housing a grocery and barber shop, sustained minor smoke damage. Twelve
firefighters with three trucks responded to the call at 2.26 a.m.One fireman, Stan Bone, was admitted to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for smoke inhalation. SAcial deputies Chuck Betts and Steve Ladd
assisted.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders

provisions raise serious constitutional issues that aren't likely to
be resolved quickly, particularly
when lawmakers are rushing to
complete their work and go home
to campaign before the Nov. 2
general elections.
Nor is it clear why the administration would send the
legislation up now, except to be on
the record as having done so.
Similar measures were contained
in Reagan's omnibus anticrime
bill sent to Congress last year, but
they were dropped when backers
of less controversial sections urged that the issues be divided in
hopes of winning passage of some
parts of the bill.

By GREG TRAVIS
the long process all over again."
Staff Writer
The bridge will serve two
4 purposed bridge, spanning the primary purposes, according to
channel from Murray's Central Zea. In addition to providing acShopping Center to the recently- cess for traffic from one location
completed Chestnut Hills. Shopp- to the other, it will act as a detering Center, is currently being rent for traffic pulling onto U.S.
debated among three major cor- 641. traveling a few hundred feet,
porations involved in the purchase and then exiting into one of the
and placement of such a struc- parking lots, he stated.
ture, it was disclosed last week.
A purposed structure —
Those firms — CBI. and estimated in the neighborhood of
Associates, Chattanooga, $10,000-$15,000 — calls for a twodevelopers of the new Chestnut lane, paved 40-foot bridge,
Hills center; Storey. Tomlinson sidewalks four feet in width, guarand Company, Nashville, a pro- drails, and A capability of carryperty management firm for the ingtruck traIfir.
"The three corporations will
Central Shopping Center; and the
K-mart Corporation, Plymouth, handle the breakdown of costs for
Mich. — are presently exchanging the bridge," Zea noted. "It will be
data pertaining to the construc- up to them to decide ownership,
tion of a bridge, said Steve Zea, maintainence and insurance requirements for the sturcture." he
Murray City Planner.
added.
"Our involvement in the project
Donald L. Dayne: Real Estate
came as a result of the continued
Division__ of the. K-mart Corp.,.
imput from citizens in the ebthstated last week in a telephone inmunity wanting a trestle between
terview that he was pleasantly
the two outlets," Zea commented.
surprised at the low cost projected
"However, this isn't the first time
for the bridge. "We are naturally
we have attempted such a prointerested in an attempt to resolve
ject."
this problem as soon as possible,
A bridge opening traffic to both but it's one of those things that has
shopping centers was originally to be worked out," he said.
envisioned some four-to-five years
"I guess there's just too many
ago when the Chestnut Hills Shop- cooks in the kitchen,- he added.
ping Center was first purposed. -We have agreed in principle to
"For various reasons the idea was the bridge itself, but there have
killed, but later rekindled when been a few indifferences about it's
Wal-Mart announced their plans location between the .two sites,"
to locate in Murray," Zea
he went on to say.
remembered, 'then Penney's
Attempts by the Murray Ledger
entered the scene."
& Times to contact represen"K-mart's interest in the pro- tatives of the two other major
ject had always been there," Zea companies for input into the prointerjected, "and with Chestnut gress of the purposed bridge at the
Hills coming into the picture —
Central Shopping Center-Chestnut
and their seemingly apparent inHills Shopping Center have been
terest in the bridge — we began
unsuccessful.

Murray wins sweepstakes trophy;
Calloway takes third in Class AA
Murray High School won the
sweepstakes trophy and Calloway
County High School placed third in
Class AA in the 11-band Land Between The Lakes Invitational Contest Saturday night in Cadiz.
The sweepstakes trophy was
given to the band with the highest
overall score. Murray, competing
in Class A. was judged best in
their class, best percussion and
best color guard.
"Not band for a night's work,"
Tiger band director Paul
Blackburn said. "We were very
pleased to do so well in our first
contest of the year. The judges
found our band to have a spirit of
showmanship, pride and great
potential."
Murray field commander is
Whitney Taylor. Soloists include
Steve Wells on trombone and
Alison Marshall and Terri Roberts
on trumpet. Color guard captains
are Melanie Roos and Samantha
Wilder. Section leader is Robert
Perrin.
Assistant band director is Gary
Mullins. The color guard is
directed by Jamie Blackburn.
CCHS Band Director Wayne
Pope said he felt his band's performance went very well considering several band members
participated in their first contest.
Field commanders are Lynne
Cothran and David Braboy.
Soloists included Stacey
Underhill, French horn;...Tracey
Curd, trumpet; and jeff Dowdy,
tuba. Flag captain is Melissa
Richerson and rifle captain is Lori
Burkeen.
Murray High and Calloway
County High will be among 12
bands competing in the sixth annual Lone Oak Invitational Band
SWEEPSTAKES — Murray High School Rand Field Commander
Festival Saturday at Lone Oak
Whitney Taylor accepts the sweepstakes trophy for the Land BetAthletic Field.
ween The Lakes Invitational Contest Saturday in Cadiz.
The contest will begin at 6 p.m.
with the awards presentation will
Carter Studio photo
be at 9:30. Trophies will be given
presented at six-foot trophy...
be Heath, Reidland, Ballard counfor the best colorguard, field comMurray High will perform ty. Lyon County. Providence,
mander, percussion in each class "Ghost Riders in the Sky," "My Caldwell County, Hickman Counalong with first, second and third
Favorite Things," and "You've ty, Trigg County. Christian Counplace in each division. The
I est That I evin• Feeling."
ty and Columbia, Tenn. Lone Oak
sweepstakes winner will be
Other bands participating will will appear in exhibition.

•
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Nature observers say winter to be 'humdinger'
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
The signs of nature indicate the
coming winter will be a real humdinger. and there have been sonic
recent scientific observations that
could support such a forecast
The wolly bear caterpillars are
solid black, the corn shucks are
sticky-tight and animals are growing thick, 'Illttw coats earlier than
usual, according to a spot check of
central Kentucky farms.
•'One black wolly bear was even
black on the inside when I squashed it," said Mrs. G.C. Cox of
Spencer County.
Volcanic eruptions in Indonesia
and Mexico. plus a Sahara Desert
duststorm, have sent dust and
debris into the Earth's upper atmosphere that could blot out some
of the sun's warming rays.
Some scientists believe the sun
may be cooling slightly and
there's the so-called "greenhouse
effect" that has been creeping up
gradually as vast quantities of
carbon dioxide continue to be

Moonshine,
other items
taken in raid
An operational moonshine still,
1.182 cans of beer, 29 bottles of
whiskey and assorted other
alcohol-trafficking paraphernalia
were confiscated in a weekend
raid on,t Calloway County
41esidence,
According to a spokesman forth
Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Phillip Ray Hargrove, 33,
Highway 464 East, Alma). was arrested at approximately 2 a.m.
Sunday and charged with two
counts of posession of alcoholic
beveages in a dry-option territory
for resale and one count of possession of an apparatus for the
manufacture of alcohol. He is
presently lodged in the Calloway
County Jail on $5,000 cash bond.
According to the spokesman, a
legal search of the residence and
an out-building also yielded eight
large wooden barrels containing
what authorities believed to be
"sour mash." The eight barrels
and their contents were
destroyed,the spokesman said.

pumped into the air The CO2
prevents sunlight that enters the
lower atmosphere from being reradiated into space
And if that isn't enough, there's
Richard Frymire's Japanese
maple tree.
Frymire, a former Kentucky
railroad commissioner who calls
himself a "treeologist," has
predicted 28 inches of snow for
Kentucky this winter. The National Weather Service says the
average snowfall for the
Louisville area is 18 inches.
Taking readings from a variet',.
of gauges and meters attached to
his tree in Irvington, Ky., Fryrnire
has concluded that the first frost
will occur Oct. 2 or Oct. 7, with a
killing frost Oct. 10 or 17. He
predicts the first snow flurries
Nov. 16 and the first "tracking
snow" Dec. 5.
Another nature watcher, Goebel
Culver, 81, of Culvertovm in

Princess Grace
injured in wreck
MONTE CARLO, Monaco i AP)
— Princess Grace suffered a
broken leg today when the car her
17-year-old daughter Stephanie
was driving left the road on a hairpin turn and rolled over several
times, authorities said.
The 52-year-old princess is expected to remain hospitalized for
10 days. Stephanie had slight contusions and returned to the palace
after being treated at the hospital.
Prince Rainier III went to the
hospital to be with his wife.
According the Monaco press
center, the princess and Stephanie
were returning to their palace
along a steep, winding road from
the family's summer residence
near La Turbie.

Fiscal Court to meet
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet at 1 p.m. Tuesday
in Judge-Executive George
Wealts' office in the Calloway
County Courthouse.
All fiscal court meetings are
open to the public.

Nelson County, said he predicted
the snowfall correctly for 1979 and
1980, but last year his prediction of
20 snows was short He says there
will be at least 20 snows this coming winter because there were
that many fogs in August and he's
still counting fogs in September,
which he also considers
Kentucky folklore says the
number of foggy mornings in

/
/

By DONALD M. ROTHEERG
AP Political Writer
The value of congressional
seniority gets severely tested
Tuesday when two senior senators
and the chairman of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee face
tough challenges in a coast-tocoast series of primary elections.
Under attack from within their
own parties are Republican Sen.
Robert Stafford of Vermont,
Democratic Sen. Howard Cannon
of Nevada and Rep. Clement
Zablocki, Democratic chairman
of the foreign affairs panel.
Another incumbent in trouble is
Gov. Edward King of
Massachusetts, who is being
challenged by former Gov.
Michael Dukakis, the man King
defeated in the Democratic
primary four years ago.
Stafford is being criticized for
having become too much a part of
the congressional establishment
during his 10 years in the Senate.
"In all the years I've been in
public office," said Stafford, "I've
never seen so blatant an attempt
to capitalize on general disatisfaction with an institution or incumbency."
Stafford's opponents, Stewart
Ledbetter and John McClaughry,
have criticized the senator for his
overseas travel and preoccupation with environmental issues.
Stafford is chairman of the Senate
Environment and Public Works
committee.
Cannon, a veteran of 24 years in
the Senate, faces a similar attack
from Rep. Jim Santini. who opened his primary challenge by
declaring that "incumbency is not
an automatic divine right to of-

Age

Farmer's Almanac and The
American Farm and Home
Almanac
"They i the almanacs ) both say
its going to be kind of a rough
winter," Gieger added. -It's going
to be something like last year with
a lot of snow and quite a bit of cold
weather. It's going to be what you
might call a 'rugged winter."

fice."
In Wisconsin, the 69-year-old
Zablocki is battling a 42-year-old
challenger in the Democratic
primary. "Thirty-four years is a
long time for anybody," argues
Lynn Adelman, referring to
Zablocki's length of service in the
House. "I think people realize it's
time for a change."
Those congressional races are
among the tighter contests in 12
states and the District of Columbia where voters will go to the
polls on Tuesday. In 10 states
voters will choose nominees for
governor. Ten incumbent senators
are seeking renomination, but only Cannon and Stafford have
serious opposition.
In the 51 House districts, only 14

incumbents have opponents.
There is no incumbent running in
seven of the House districts.
Wisconsin will be the first state
to hold a statewide vote on the
nuclear freeze. The question on
the ballot will be whether to inform the president and Congress
"that it is the desire of the people
of Wisconsin to have the government of the United States work
vigorously to negotiate a mutual
nuclear weapons moratorium and
reduction, with appropriate
verification, with the Soviet Union
and other nations." At least that
was the intent. Because of a
clerical error, the word
"weapons" was dropped from the
ballot. However, since the vote is
only advisory anyway and since

people of the state are aware of
the issue, state officials have said
the omission won't really make
any difference.
Two familiar names are on the
ballot in Minnesota — Eugene McCarthy and Harold Stassen — but
neither is given much chance for a
successful comeback.
In Washington, D.C., former
Carter Cabinet official, Patricia
Roberts Harris, is challenging
Mayor Marion Barry in the
Democratic primary. Barry is
seeking a second four-year term
and has the endorsement of The
Washington Post. The winner of
the primary is virtually assured
election in November in the
strongly Democratic city.

California girl named Miss America
By TOM ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. ( AP I —
Miss America 1983, a blue-eyed
blonde who left a job making
doughnuts in a small Texas town
to seek a singing career, says she
will reign with "noblesse oblige."
"I will spend this whole year
giving of Debbie," Debra Sue Maffett, of Anaheim. Calif., said Sunday, appearing fresh and
vivacious after only one hour's
sleep.
The newly crowned Miss
America, formerly Miss California, said she wants to be active in
community and charity work,
especially on behalf of crippled
children and cancer victims.
Miss Maffett wore her
rhinestone-studded crown as she
received reporters Sunday' morning, after being crowned Saturday
night.
The 5-foot-7, 115-pound queen,
whose golden tan and smile captures the look of a "California
girl," stands to make about
$100,000 in appearances and endorsements this year.
She also receives a scholarship
of $20,000.

"Debbie is a self-made person,"
said the proud parent, Ron D.
Maffett, in a telephone interview.
"She did not learn her talent until
she went to college. She hired a
voice teacher then."
To put herself through school,
Miss Maffett worked in the
doughnut shop at . Weingarten's
grocery in Conroe, Texas, where
she was known as "the doughnut
girl," said Maffett, a former industrial arts teacher who now has
a flea market.

She is embarking on a year of
appearances around the country
and before armed service groups.
The regimen began shortly after
her crowning as she was asked to
attend a ground-breaking for an
Atlantic City condominium Sunday morning.
Today, Miss America was
traveling to New York for a week
of television appearances and fittings for her Miss America wardrobe.
Miss Maffett is booked through
Christmas, working every other
day, her business administrator
Bob Bryan said. He said the
schedule will give her little time to
visit her parents at home in Cut
and Shoot, Texas, population 568.
Miss Maffett, measuring 35-2235 and at age 25 considered old for
most beauty pageants, said her
parents were excited and jubilant
when she telephoned them after
her victory'. They could not attend
the pageant because of the cost of
the trip.
"My father, who is from the
Midwest and not an emotional person, was bawling," said Miss Maffett, who was born in Pittsburg,
Kan.
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could result in frost as much as
two weeks early for the nudwest.
Kentucky's first frost usually occurs the first week in October with
a killing frost a week or more
later.
"We called for more snow this
winter and there will be some
frost coming up about the middle
of September and that's early,"
said Ray Gieger, publisher of The

Incumbent senators face tough challenges

YES. I want to Cut Out worrying about my college student's
/ health care coverage. Send me details about the Blue Cross and \
/ Blue Shield College Student Plan.
Name

August determines the number of
snowfalls. Louisville's National
Weather Service office recorded
23 foggy mornings in August.
-I heard my first katydid holler
July 9," Culver said. "So our first
frost will be three months from
then on Oct. 9."
Scientists have said there is a
larger-than-usual pool of cold air
swirling off the North Pole, which
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Loans to Mexico
Money is not a measure of friendship. But when a
friend is in need and a loan can mean the difference
between insolvency and survival, money sure beats
sympathy.
Mexico has fallen on hard times, and the United
States has come through with more than $3 billion in
credits and oil payments — including a $925 million
loan.
This is not out of friendship alone. American
banks and individuals have billions of dollars invested in Mexico. If the economy fails south of the
border, the repercussions would be severe from
California to New York. The specter of Mexican
revolution, co-opted by the ruling Partido Revolucionario Institucional Party, rises in times of
economic crisis. A government in default would
soon be a government overthrown. No one wants
that.
But loans cannot go on forever. Even if America,
burdened by recession, had the money to extend, indebtedness is no gift to pass onto a friend. Mexico,
with its $81 billion foreign debt, the largest in the
developing world, must come to terms with its
financial realities.
President-elect Miguel de la Madrid, a Harvardeducated economist, is eminently able to read the
balance sheet. Oil revenues must be balanced with
babies, no mean challenge. Mexico must maintain
its social commitment to creating jobs and basic
public services. Without these goals, the PRI will
lose its already tenuous hold on the dreams of the
Mexican pueblo for betterment.
De la Madrid has pledged to clean up the sludge of
corruption that has gummed up Mexico's political
appartus. Refining the economic machinery will be
one way to recoup money lost; but even this will
mea nothing if Mexico doesn't stem its birthrate.

business mirror

by john cunniff

Household savingsjump;typicalin recession
NEW YORK
AP) — The
household savings rate in July
jumped to 8.1 percent from 7.2 percent in June. What does it mean?
Well, it isn't easy to say.
It could mean that Americans are
acting as they usually do in a recession, that is, putting a greater share
of their income into bank accounts
and other forms of savings.
It could mean the Reagan administration's tax cuts are allowing
people to put something away for a
rainy day. Or that high interest rates
are doing their thing. Or that
Reaganomics is working.
Or all of the above. Or none of
them.
Savings figures, on which so many
current interpretations of the

economy are based, are subject to
revisions, some of them mammoth.
Issued along with the July savings
rate, for example, was a revision of
savings-rate data for the years 19771981 — a revision that raised the
household savings rate 0.6 percen—
tage points on average.
Perhaps the biggest adjustment
was for the last half of 1981. It lifted
the rate to 7 percent from 5.6 percent,
resulting in $29 billion being added to
estimates of the annual rate of savings for that period.
It is only a matter of semantics
whether such changes are to be called corrections or, as they are, revisions. The fact is the original figures
were misleading about an especially

important factor in decision making.
In defense of the Commerce
Department, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and other agencies that
work with statistics it should be noted
that their task isn't easy. They are
under great pressure to rush hot data
to users Only later, when more complete returns are recorded and
analyzed,can the findings be refined.
The users — administration planners, critics, forecasters, and
various academic and business
analysts — unintentionally may do
much more than the compilers to
misconstrue and mislead.
Those lower savings-rate figures,
you may recall, were used to bolster
the need for supply side economics.
They were employed in defense of

Population down
The 'Soviet Union is facing a real problem — its
birthrate is dropping dramatically.
This means, according to a private analysis by an
American authority on Russia, a shortage of
workers and soldiers by the end of the century
unless the trend is reversed. That's the way the
Soviets look at people.
Murray Feshback of Georgetown University in
Washington, D.C., a leading authority on the Soviet
population, has reported that birthrates have plummeted among Russians. Ukrainians and Byelorussians, while continuing at a high level in the Asian
sections of that country.
Although Feshbach didn't come right out and say
so, there is probably is a very good reason — and a
plausible one — for the slowdown in population
growth.:
Knowing what it's like to live in the Soviet Union,
Russian adults naturally are hesitant to bring
children into such a world.
There is a ready-made solution to the Soviet's
problem: The Russians could make life for their
citizens easier by ending oppression and allowing
more personal freedom. But the bosses in the
Kremlin aren't likely to consider taking such
drastic action.
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Some of those assertions might still
be correct but hardly to the same
degree as was believed a couple of
years ago, In fact, some economists
now argue that the U.S. savings rate
may be considerably higher than
depicted.
The point isn't solely that you cannot make the best decisions without
accurate data. Potentially. it is more
serious than that: You can make the
wrong decisions.

looking back

Michigan rescued
Five Japanese banks are mounting a rescue mission for the state of Michigan. They have agreed to
underwrite loans of $500 million which the state
government needs to keep itself afloat.
Michigan generally borrows such a sum from
private investors every autumn to cover its obligations until state taxes begin flowing in after the first
of the year. The state's economy is so depressed
right now, due to the slump in the auto industry,
that its credit rating is too low to attract the usual
investors. Hence the offer of help from Japan has
been welcomed by state officials.
Score one for the Japanese in public relations.
They can assume that Michigan politicians will be
less inclined in the future to complain about competition from Japanese imports on the U.S. auto
market or to call for import controls. After all, you
don't bite the hand that feeds you.
This is the first time an American state has been
involved in such a credit arrangement with foreign '
banks, and we can hope it is also the last time. This
is a dimension of "foreign aid" that should make
Americans uncomfortable.
It is commonplace for capital from Japan and
other foreign countries to be invested in the private
sector of the U.S. economy. That is part of the twoway street of international trade and investment.
But when foreign banks need to shore up the credit
of our governmental institutions, things have come
to a pretty pass.
Curiously, the Japanese loan guarantee is an expression of confidence in the state of Michigan,
which implies optimism toward the eventual
recovery of the U.S. auto industry. Let's hope the
bankers in Tokyo are right about that, but we would
suggest that Michigan look elsewhere for funds.
Foreign debts of this size can be intimidating.

tax cuts
Most frequently. they. were used in
comparison with rates in other countries to document the assertion that
Americans were saving at an incredibly low level, and that capitalformation was in a critical state.

capitol conversation

by sy ramsey

Kentucky ambulance services studied
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) -- A new
legislative subcommittee has been
authorized to study the crisis of ambulance service in numerous Kentucky counties.
And by the time the General
Assembly convenes for its 1984
regular session, the panel expects to
recommend whether the state should
continue to give aid to counties or encourage a long-term solution at the
local level. The main trouble seems to be the
loss of federal funds at a time when
the state's fiscal resources are
limited.
In a memorandum to the interim
Health and Welfare Committee, the
Legislative Research Commission
staff outlined the history and problems of emergency medical services EMS).
EMS basically is a system involving response to medical emergencies
on a 24-hour basis. As Edmonson
County Judge-Executive Donald
Doyle remarked months ago, n'A lot
of people are concerned about it, but
nobody wants to pay for it."
The I,RC report said:
"The status of EMS in Kentucky is
characterized by a history of initial
federal indifference followed by a
major infusion of funds now ceasing
to flow.

-EMS systems developed in many
counties with mostly federal funds
are facing financial difficulties as
federal support for EMS is no longer
available."
Until about 10 years ago, most ambulance services in Kentucky were
provided by funeral homes, using
mostly hearses.
The ambulance personnel were not
adequately trained in emergency
medicine and just about half of the
vehicles had two-way radios. There
were no national standards.
Then Congress enacted a law in
1973 that set standards and pumped
money into regional systems. In 1974,
Kentucky received a $2.3 million
grant plus a $1.7 million General
Assembly appropriation to get things
going.
Local governments began relying
heavily on those state and federal
funds, especially as funeral homes
began eliminating ambulance services because of increased costs and
stricter state and federal operating
requirements.
Much of the growth in EMS was
due to an arrangement under the
Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act CETA. which gave
local governments' personnel who
were paid by the federal govern-

ment.
Along came President Reagan and
his cutbacks and that bonus ended.
"Many Kentucky counties had used CETA funds exclusviely to pay
their EMS personnel and were faced
with either paying salaries from
local funds or hiring new employees
who met CETA eligibility requirements." the legislative report
So the search was on for a permanent solution and pressure for aid
was applied on the 1980 Legislature,
at a time when the state's fiscal
outlook looked bleak.
However, the General Assembly
caine through with a bill that helps
local communities purchase ambulances and equipment and also obtain trained EMS personnel.
The measure also promotes the use
of volunteers, and it empowers fiscal
courts to create an ambulance service district tax.
As it stands now, the federal
government is out of the EMS funding'situation and .the state has the
load.
But the commonwealth, in turn,
wants to turn the job of funding EMS
to the counties, many of which still
need money despite the recent state
aid.

headline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a guestion or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and! wrote
our wills about 10 years ago. Even
though everything is still in order and
the same as specified in the wills, we
both named our daughter as executrix, since our only other child is
retarded. Now-, our daughter and her
family have moved to another state.
We were wondering whether or not
this would effect our will. Will the
.
court_accept arlexecutrixiroin out of
state? If not,tvtli
(Vac? R.W.•
ANSWER: Your state may permit
out of state executors, as most states
do. How,ever, you should call the attorney who drew up tht wills to find
out how this could effect your wills.
Even if your state does accept out of
state executors, your daughter could

Ten years ago
Charles F. Hussung, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Karl Hussung, has been named
a semi-finalist in 1973 National Merit
Scholarship Program. He is a senior
at Murray High School.
Deaths reported include Glin Jeffrey, 66, John Edwin Hopper, 78, and
Mrs. Zula James,82.
Mr. and Mrs. Stokely Mathis will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Sept. 16.
Births reported include a girl to.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Smith, Sept. 1,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. David
Fitts, Sept. 8.
Murray State University Football
Coach Bill Furgerson spoke at
meeting of Murray Lions Club at
Murray Woman's Club House.'
Twenty years ago
Registration for the fall term at
Murray State College will start Sept.
17.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J.C.
Spann,86.
New officers of Temple Hill Lodge
No. 511 Order of Eastern Star include
Modene Grogan, Charlie Lassiter,
Beaurdean Wrather, Joseph Walker,
Bernice Walker, Newman Grogan.
Marjorie Woodall and Ruby Grogan.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hendon on Sept.
10.
Mrs. Ben Trevathan presented a
lesson on "Planning A Basic Wardrobe" at meeting of Town and Country Homemakers Club conducted -at
home of Mrs. Allen Russell.
Thirty years ago
S.V. Foy. Calloway County Extension Farm Agent,issued a warning to
farmers today to watch their
pastures for invasion of army
worms.
"Murray Boy Scouts are readying
themselves for camporee to be held
next weekend," from column. "Seen
& Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Owen. Sept. 2, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Holland,
Sept. 3, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
G.C. Fox,Sept. 3.
Kathleen Key, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hope Key, is an assistant professor of biology at Louisiana College, Pineville, La. She is a graduate
of Murray Training School and Murray State College.
John Stanley Shelton is studying
for his Master of Music degree at
American Conservatory of Music at
Chicago, Ill. He is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.W. Shelton of Murray.

thoughts in season
be in for a hard time, as all matters
relating to the wills must be handled
in your last state of residence. She
could have to spend quite some time
in your state to carry out the duties of
executrix. Depending on her circumstances (such as whether or not
she has small children), it could
become inconvenient or impossible
for her to accept the responsibilities
of executrix. Also, all of her expenses, including travel, will be
charged against your estate. We
would think that in this instant you
might consider appointing coexecutors — your daughter and someone else in your town that you
trust. This could include you attorney
or a trust officer at the bank. Your attorney will be best able totadvise you.
HEARTLINE: What is the
_Rai4kbad Retirement farnilyL. maximum
ANSWER: The total amount of
railroad retirement benefits ) not including vested dual benefit
payments) payable to an employee
and spouse at the time the
employee's annuity begins is limited
to the larger of $1.200 a month or an

individual family maximum
calculated at the time the employee's
annuity begins. The individual family maximum is based on the highest 2
years of taxable earnings in the 10year period ending with the year and
annuity begins.
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by Ken Wolf
Several months ago Carolyn Kane.
an English teacher from Canton.
Mo., used the "My Turn- column in
Newsweek to complain that we no
longer take the time to think. We feel
vaguely guilty if someone catches us
reading a book, much less staring off
into space thinking. It seems lazy.
But thinking is far different
from laziness. Thinking is one
of the most productive activities a human being can
undertake. Every beautiful and
useful thing we have created—
including democratic government and freedom of religion —
exists because somebody took
the time and effort to think of it.
Teacher Kane's thoughts on thinking, particularly her belief that thinkinecitr--u-4,44res time and effort
is
ratified in this sardonic comment by
the historian Arnold Tonbee, written in 1950:
Thinking is as unnatural and
arduous an activity for human
beings as walking on two legs is
for mInkeys.
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FOOD FIT FOR A KING is the best way to describe the feast that
L. I Morgan prepared for the tobacco crew
eloping her husband cut his tobacco recently.

Jousnette (Mrs. John

It is not an 'every day occurence to feed 18 hard working
men a delicious meal, singlehandedly, but that is exactly what
Jeannette Morgan did recently.
She and her husband, John I..
Morgan. and their two sons live on
the Pottertown Highway on a 30acre farm. They grow a large
tobacco crop, a small amount of
soybeans and of course they do
have a garden every year.
A few weekends ago was tobacco cutting time for John I.., so
Jeannette did as she usually does
and prepared a delicious dinner at
noon on Saturday and again on
Monday for all of the workers.
Most of the men are kin to John I..
and they all help.each other with
their crops.
Jeannette got up each morning
about five o'clock, and cooked and
cooked and cooked. For example
on Saturday she served a barbeque whole pork loth, fried chicken.
cream-style corn, green beans.
butter beans, peas, deviled eggs,
scalloped potatoes, mashed
potatoes. slaw. broccoli and
cheese casserole, rolls, -- earn
bread, chess pies. Japaneese fruit
pie and banana pudding.
Doesn't all of that make you so
hungry?? She also did the same
type of cooking the following Monday. Jeannette's mother, Arlene
I Mrs. Robert t Burkeen helped her
.both days. By ,,he way, the
vegetables came from Jeannette's
garden.

VISIT WORLD'S FAIR — Mr. and Mrs. J.O. Bedwell and Ms.Helen Curd recently visited 1982 World's Fair,
Knoxville, Tenn. Among 22 countries represented, the group visited the Phillipines, Italy, France, European
community, Germany,Hungary,Saudi Arabia, Gas Energy Exhibit, Canada, Mexico, Japan, Britain, Egypt,
Federal Express and Technology and Life Style Center. The group visited the Fair with Pennyrile Tours of
Hopkinsville. They are pictured at the Court of Flags at the fair.

Ladies day golf play scheduled Wednesday

HUNGRY MEN have always delighted good cooks and Jeannette
Morgan and her mother, Arlene Burkeen, enjoyed watching this
crew devour lots of good things they had cooked.
These are two good recipes of
Jeannette's that she agreed to
share with our readers:
-SCALLOPED-POTATOES
2 qts. thinly sliced potatoes
12 slices American cheese
salt and pepper to taste
1 stick butter
3 cups milk
Tender the potatoes in water.
Remove from water. Layer
potatoes, cheese and butter, salt
and pepper. Repeat Layers until
all ingredients have been used.

Dot casserole with butter. Pour
scalded milk over all. Cover tightly. Bake at 350 degrees for one
?Mir birthitilliiillaS absorbed. ,
JAPANEESE FRUIT PIE
1 stick butter melted and cooled
1 2 cup raisins
1 2 cup nuts
1 cup sugar
2 whole eggs
'2 cup coconut
1 tablespoon vinegar
Bake in pie shell at 350 degrees
for 30 minutes.

ANUFACTURERS'
SALE
BACK AGAIN FOR FALL

Wholesale
Women's Fashions
Up to 70% Off!
UESDAY & WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 14& 15

Ladies day golf will be
played Wednesday, Sept.
15, at 9:30 a.m, at the
club.
Chris Graham will be
golf hostess. Anyone
listed and unable to play
should call Mrs. Graham
at 753-1510. Any person
not listed but desiring to
play may come and be
paired at the tee.
All persons will tee off
at the same time as
follows:
Tee No. One — Frances
Hulse, Faira-Alexander,
Anna Mary Adams and
Virginia Schwettman.
Tee No. Three —
Veneta Sexton, Pam
Mavity, Alice Purdom
and Rowena Cullom.
Tee No. Four — Betty
Lowry, Margaret Shuffett, Madelyn Lamb and
Mary Bazzell.
Tee No. Five — Mary

Bogard, Judy Latimer,
Chris Graham and Billie
Cohoon.
Tee No. Six — Evelyn
Jones, Dianne Villanova,
Exie Hill and Mary Bell
Overbey.
Tee No. Eight — Betty
Jo Purdom, Euvie Gibbs,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer and
Martha Sue Ryan.
°fee No. Nine — Toni
Hopson, Cathryn Garrott,
Louise Lamb and
Frances Parker.
Winners of g_olf play on
Wednesday, Sept. 8, have
been announced by Billie
Cohoon, golf hostess, as
follows:
Championship Flight —
Mary Bogard, low score,
Evelyn Jones,low putts.
First Flight — Euvie
Gibbs, low score,
Margaret Shuffett and
Madelyn Lamb. tied for
second low.

Second Flight — Jane
Fitch, low score, Alice
Purdom and Edith Garrison, tied for low putts.
Third Flight — Exie

Hill, low score, Rowena
Cullom,low putts.
Fourth Flight —
Laverne Ryan,low score,
Billie Cohoon.low putts.

Rubella vaccine shows risk
little for pregnant women
API ATLANTA
There is little risk that a
pregnant woman who inadvertently receives
rubella vaccine will pass
along the disease to. her
fetus, a National Centers
for Disease Control adviser says.
Since rubella vaccine
was licensed in 1969,
there has been concern
that the virus used in the
vaccine was not sufficiently weakened and
might cause the svn-

NOTICE
Littleton's Ladies' Store is not
participating in any telephone
marketing. Should you receive a call
from anyone claiming to represent
Littleton 4s & offering a free gift1 you
should notify the police dept.
immediately.
753-1621

drome in fetuses just as if
the mothers had con:::
tracted the disease, said
CDC public health adviser Sandra Doster.
But CDC arialksisThif
data on 730 pregnant
women over 10 years
showed that the fears
were unfounded.
A report issued recently revealed that women
who inadvertently take
the rubella vaccine early
in, their pregnancies are
highly unlikely to bear
children with congenital
rubella syndrome, which
can include a host of birth
defects.
Voluntary abortions
among women who are
vaccinated and then
discover they are pregnant have decreased with
the mounting evidence
that congenital rubella
syndrome would be
unlikely in their children,
Ms. Doster said.
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Morris and Moss vows solemnized

Couple feted on 30th anniversary
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Ma. Sheila Gay Morris
and Daniel Kirk Moss
were married Thursday,
July 29, at 7 p.m. at First
Baptist Church,
Hopkinsville.
The bride is thS
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Darnell, Farmington. The groom is the
son of the Rev. and Mrs.
Garnett Moss,
Hopkinsville.
The groom's father officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
Mrs. Barry Kent Moss,
Yorktown, Va., organist,
Mrs. Garnett Moss and
Ruth Anne Crabb,
Nashville, Tenn., soloists.
and Stanley Crabb,
Rome, Italy, presented a
program of music.
The altar was
decorated with a 15branch and two sevenbranch brass candelabra.
A wooden kneeling bench
covered with a white
- satin cushion was placed
at the altar for the bridal
couple. Family pews
Mr. and Mrs Donald Mohler
were designated with
son, Benjamin, Mr. and Michael, Mr.and Mrs. Ray Ross, Ms. Sandra ivory satin ribbons and
Mrs. Curt Mohler, Mr. Randy Treas and Court- McKinney,
lemon leaf foliage. Potted
and Mrs. Wes Nooney,
ney,
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle fern balls were used.
Stevie Henley, Mr. and
Pierce, Jeff Pierce, Ms.
The bride
Mrs. Stuart Henley and
Ms. Clara Tucker, R.L. Teresa Roberts, Mr. and
The bride wore a gown
Jon, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Usrey, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. James McKinney, of ivory_ delustered satin
Mohler, Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Tucker, Mr. and Sammy and Michael, the which featured a double
Henry Treas, Mr. and Mrs. Roger Crouse and honored couple and the galloon, lace-covered,
fitMrs. Richard Treas and Tyiesha. Mr. and Mrs. host family.
ted bodice with tapered
lace sleeves. The vneckline was edged in a
pre-gathered lace ruffle
and accented with an
ivory satin bow.
Her slender skirt was
Tuesday,Sept. 14
Wednesday,Sept. 15
Tuesday,Sept. 14
gathered and pleated into
Cordelia Erwin Circle
Doran with Ruth WaderLadies day luncheon
of South Pleasant Grove will be served at noon at a shaped waistline seam.
field at 2 p.m.
Appliqued medallions
Baptist Young Women United Methodist Church Oaks Country Club.
cascaded down the front
of Westside Baptist Women will meet at 7:30 Bridge and golf will be at
of the skirt to a hem of
9:30 a.m.
Church will meet at p.m. at church. '
lace which swept into a
church a 7 p.m.
Wednesday,Sept. 15
Ladies day golf with chapel-length train. She
Wadesboro
Kappa reFartment of
Chris
Graham as hostess wore an Elizabethan corHomemaker
s Club will
trray t at
Womam
nisalC
elub
will be played at 9:30 onet of baby's breath and
_meet with Betty.Palmer.
will
a.m.-at-Murray Country ivory satin bows,house.
She carried a
Murray -Calloway Club.
Murray Star Chapter County Hospital Auxcascading bouquet of
No. 433 Order of Eastern iliary will meet at 10
Hazel and Douglas sonia roses, baby's
a.m.
Star will meet at 7:30 in third floor classroom
of Centers will be open from breath, stephanotis and
p.m. at lodge hall.
hospital.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- sprengeri fern tied with
Singles Class will meet
tivities by Senior ivory satin bows. Her onat 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Make Today Count will Ciitizens.
ly jewelry was a delicate,
Poplar Church of Christ.
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
yellow gold, rope chain
Murray_TOPS (take off flood classroom of
Methodist Men of First which was a gift of the
pounds sensibly) Club Murray-Calloway County United Methodist Church groom.
The maid of honor was
will meet at 7 p.m. at Hospital.
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Margaret Holmes BroadHealth Center.
bent; Cadiz. Bridesmaids
Alcoholics Anonymous
were Dalesa and Reshna
will meet at 8 p.m. in
Darnell, sisters of the
western portion of
bride.
Livestock and Exposition
The attendants wore
Center.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will
identical formal-length
Southwest Calloway meet Wednesday, Sept. 15, at 10 a.m, in third floor
gowns of azure blue,
Elementary School PTO unit of hospital. Nadine Turner, R.N., director of
delustered satin. The
will have a potluck sup- nursing at the hospital, will discuss her recent trip
molded bodice of the
per at 6:30 p.m. at school. to China.
dresses featured an
A short business meeting will follow. All
Senior citizens acivory, pre-gathered lace
members and interested persons are invited to attivities will be at 9:30
ruffle and satin bow.
tend, according to Marsha Dillion, president of the
a.m. at Dexter Center,
They wore clusters of
auxiliary.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
baby's breath with ivory
Hazel and Douglas
ribbon streamers in their
Centers and from 10 a.m.
hair and carried a single
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
long stem ivory carnaKappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will
tion.
Bethel Baptist Bible meet Tuesday, Sept.
14, at 7 p.m. at the club house.
Heather Renee Morris,
Study will be at 6 p.m. at Names for membership
will be tabled. Patti
Murray, was flower girl.
home of David and Hosford will give a
report on the tympanometer.
She wore a floor-length
Aleshia Cunningham.
Hostesses will be Dinah Vire and Sabrina Kartiered dress of azure blue
First Baptist Church raker, co-chairmen, Carolyn Marcum, vice chairand carried a basket of
WMU will meet at 9:30 man, Marcia Hendren, secretary, and Martha Anblue-tipped ivory carnaa.m. in church chapel.
drus, treasurer.
tions.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Mojhler were honored at a
surprise dinner in
celebration of their 30th
wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Aug. 22.
The event was at the
home of their son and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mohler, Rob Mason
Road.
The couple was married Aug. 23, 1952, in Corinth, Miss. Mrs. Mohler,
the former Jo Nell
Wadkins, is the daughter
of the late Garland and
Bessie Wadkins. Mr.
Mohler is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Curt Mohler.
They have one son,
Kenneth, who is married
to the former Sherri
McKinney, and one
daughter, Phyllis, who is
married to Steve
Weatherford. The
Weatherfords reside in
Athens, Ala.
Their four grandchildren are Michael and
Christopher Mohler and
Brian and Jason
Weatherford.
A potluck dinner was
served at noon.
Present were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Boggess, Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Boggess, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Newton and

1110. ••• •

Coming community events
Monday.Sept. 13
Colts and Fillies Horse
Club for boys and girls, 9
to 19, will have an
organizational meeting at
7 p.m. at Carman
Pavilion.
Russell's Chapel
United Methodist Church
Wamep will have a
potluck picnic at cottage
of Martha Crass at 6 p.m.
Murray -Calloway
County Camera Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at Arts Annex of Calloway Public
Library.

Rangers and Rangerettes of Woodmen of World
will have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller
Skating of Murray.
Recovery. Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventy and Olive
Streets.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 6:30 p.in, at dub house.
Adult basic education
classes will start in Room
108 at Calloway County
High School. For information call 753-3033,
753-2350 or 762-6971.
Conversational Spanish
classes at Calloway
Public Library will start
at 5 p.m. For information
753-2288.
Tuesday,Sept. 14
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:
Paris Road with Alice
Steely at 11 a.m.; New
101reo
Providence with Fonda
Grogan at 1 p.m.; Col0
dwater with Myrtle Byrd.
Classes star, Moo Sept 135
Circles of First United
legmers, Imrselaie & "dram
Methodist Church
'Plisse's
Women will meet as
Special Classes oe Xmas se
follows: Alice Waters
ments & lecammos begamme
tilt)
with Mae Thomas, Bessie
Compile Ile of minlim smokes
Tucker with Dortha
we also Po speciahted triers
Jones and Maryleona
(slimy sirtace
Frost with Jo Benson, all 0 2025 1719
'59 IOC
at 9:30 a.m., and Faith
Ae./ArelPWW.IeW.M

datebook

Hospital auxiliary to meet

Kappas to meet Tuesday

Back to School
.4,
Kick -Off

•
•
•

GOOD THRU '82

COUPON

1 0% OFF ON A $10.00 ORDER OR MORE.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Kirk Moss
The groom wore an roses, carnations and
Mrs. Jerry Hughes kept
ivory formal tuxedo with greenery. Fresh
the guest register. Rice
a sonia rose boutonniere.
greenery surrounded the bags, tied with blue
satin
Barry Kent Moss, bottom tier.
bows, were distributed by
Yorktown, Va., was best
Silver candelabra with Sarah and Caroline
man for his brother. ivory tapers and satin
Broadbent..
Philip Crabb, San An- ribbons were used to
Mrs. Stanley Crabb,
tonio, Texas, and John complete the setting.
Rome, Italy,. assisted in
Moss, Hopkinsville, acted
The groom's table, directing the ceremony
as groomsmen and covered with a matching
and reception.
ushers.
cloth, had silver
Following an Officers
The men attendants candlesticks with ivory
Basic Training Course at
wore navy blue tuxedoes tapers and an arrangeFort Benjamin Harrison.
with ivoty carnation ment of yellow carnaInd., 2nd I.t. and Mrs.
boutonnieres.
tions.
Moss will serve their first
Reception
A raisin-spice cake, Army tour of duty in
GerA rece_ption,_hostedAby 'made from a Scottish.
-Ma-Fly-.
the bride's parents, was family recipe, was
in the church narthex decorated with the AdjuBridal events
following the ceremony.
tant General Corps symA linen shower and lunThe bride's table was bol, the branch of the Ar- cheon was hosted by
Mrs.
covered with an ecru my in which the groom Stanley Crabb and
Mrs.
cloth edged in ecru lace.
will serve.
S.D. Broadbent III at the
Centered on the table
Serving at the recep- Broadbent home in Cadiz.
was a three-tier ivory tion were Mrs. • S.D. . Mr. and Mrs. Charles
wedding cake decorated Broadbent III, Cadiz, R. Maddux were
hosts for
in southern traditional Mrs. James Moss, a dinner party at
their
design. Ivory roses, lily of Hopkinsville, Mrs. home.
the valley and crystal Michael Sykes and Mrs.
A luau for members of
clusters of grapes and James Washer, Murray,„ the. _lite.datIng...part
- and
doves accented each tier. Mrs. Terry Darnell and their guests was
hosted
The cake was topped with Mrs. Harold Darnell, by the groom's parents
an arrangement of yellow Farmington.
following the rehearsal
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Decline in grain storage business leaves empty
elevators standing along banks of Green River
Green River, a few miles
from Morgantown.
Jessup built the
elevators in 1978 to complement a booming coal
industry. But the coal and
grain markets have since
gone into a decline. and
Jessup has gone into
bankruptcy.
Now it seems nobody is
interested in purchasing
his elevators valued at

I.,OUISVHA.E. Ky.
P!
A decline in the
I'll storage industry
!his left Robert Jessup
lin some pretty tall in..'.onents along the
.:.•en River
Jessup's grain
,]evators can hold nearly
01000 bushels of corn
,1 so beans from nearfat ms. but the stand
!r: the bank. of (hes

i Buchanan
Feed
i

II

NINA
CHOWS

DRY MOLASSES
SO Lb.

$6.00

HORSE FEED

$4.75
1000.$9•0
0
---.
50 lb

CALF FEED
-4?
50 Lb.

$4.00
100 lb. $7.75

• ‘Abi.

CHICKEN
SCRATCH •'''
1111

$3.75
'000.

N
*

8750.000. or the barges
and other expensive
equipment that go with
them.
The complex, which
has hardly been used.
was put up for auction by
Jessup's creditors in 1981.
But the only bidders were
local farmers, who offered a meager $65,000.
Jessup said, and the
operation went unsold.
The problems of Jessup
and other grain elevators
can be seen as symbols of
the growing financial
troubles on the grain industry.
And they might also
symbolize the growing
fears of farmers to entrust hundreds of millions
of dollars of grain annually to elevator operators.
Some of those fears
were realized a few months ago when Wathen's
elevator Inc.. in Henderson went bankrupt, leaving perhaps 300 grain
farmers with unpaid
claims of more than $4
million.
That and smaller
failures of grain
elevators in the state
have helped make grain
elevators the major topic
among farmers getting
ready to harvest a near
-record grain crop in 1982.
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Monroe Shock Absorbers, buy
3 at the regular price and get
one free!
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With Winter approaching
it's time to seal your
driveway!

!—

Our treatment protects and beautifies asphalt
so ovoid trouble by protecting the surface
against grease, gasoline, oil, salt and the
weather.

A

O& "SER V!
PURCHASEE
NGTH
ENTIRE
AREA"

ill.

We also give free estimates!
WEST KENTUCK
ASPHALT
753-2163 COATING & SEALING CO.

We offer
record keeping
relief! weca,,,

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
,
V4 753-3404
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Mr,Grain
I
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
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Farm Bureau is calling
for more than two inspectors in the state weightsand-rneasures office, who
have to inspect all 107
st,,te-liceil.ed elevators.
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The Agriculture Depart.: •':.' . •
ment says public comments will be accepted
''••''
until Oct. 25 on a proposal
which would require a
$10,000 minimum bond
for small-scale livestock
dealers and order buyers.
'
That would be double
the $5,000 bonding requirement currently in
effect. Farmers and ranchers who buy livestock
for their own stocking or
UNDERGROUND TILE -- Billy Paschall and several U.S. Soil Conservation
feeding purposes are not
affected, nor would they Service staff members installed underground tile on Mrs. Leila Erwin's farm.
be under the proposed in- The tile will be used as an outlet for proposed terrace system. Over 1,900 feet of
pipe were installed.
crease.

•• •

Agn
'ax —a cornputenzed. agncultural record keeping
system Its lust one of many services offered
borrowers at the Production Credit Associabon
PCA's Agrffax service provides a comprehensive
set of records to meet income tax requirements
as well as many special reports to help you analyze
your operation and aid in making key
management decisions
PCA loan officers are trained in agncultural
lending It's their only business They can offer a
reliable source of credit. helpful planning advice and
relief from the burdens of record keeping

We're agriculture's
leading.lending hand
o Let's talk

Jackson Purchase PCA
Wary. 641 II. lAiwray
753-5642

Don't stay too long!
And the less energy
you use the
better for
us all,

iearly eiectnc t),11 gc.es
towards heating it So fa*,
Quick . warm showers
instead of hot baths
to help reduce your
energy use and
. electrical costs And
remember, as the cost
of PrOducing electricity
increases so wattle cOSI of.
heating water So the less
-'—
hotwaterused;lhe I!
energy you pay tor
‘4641411.

Ky. Rural Electric Coop Corp.
West
•

•.

•-0).1
,
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Third year
of depressed
income felt
by farmers

& W AUTO SUPPLY

753-4563
rn

The irony in the situation is that some farmers
could have trouble finding places to store their
crops in the harvestseason glut.
But farm leaders currently are more concerne4 with losing their grain
in the financial quagmire
of elevator bankruptcies
than with storage problems.
Kentucky has laws to
protect farmers who pay
elevators to store their
grain. Elevators are required to keep enough
grain on hand to meet
their obligations to such
farmers.
If an elevator goes
bankrupt, the farmers
can use their warehouse
receipts or scale tickets
to claim ownership of any
grain in the elevator. The
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture inspects each
warehouse about twice a
year to ensure full
capacity.
But leaders are calling
for more changes.- Using
a law passed early this
year by the Kentucky
General Assembly, the
Agriculture department
has issued ernergency
regulation's to help
farmers.
And the Kentucky

_WASHINGTPN AP) —
The American Farm
Bureau Federation says
.
.111.
farmers are experiencing
—
e
"the third consecutive
•
•
year of relatively
s.
depressed" net income
but cautions that it's
wrong to put all the
blame on high interest
rates.
Net income varies
greatly by farming enterprise, the federation
reports in its current
newsletter. Weather and
big crop inventories are
factors. But weak
.0.
economies in the United
'
States and abroad are at
the heart of the problem.
"Iff‘ts• .••
,ZA. •
"
'- The popular myth
DITCH DIGGING — Burie Haneline, son Gary Haneline and grandson Scott snaking the rounds today
Haneline stand in a newly-constructed diversion ditch on Haneline's farm south is that high interest rates
of Coldwater. This represents three generations in seeing conservation being ap- are the major cause of inplied to the land. This conservation was designed by the U.S. Soil Conservation come problems for all
Service to stop severe soil erosion by diverting hillside water from Haneline's farmers and that lower
interest rates will solve
bottomland.
the farm income problems," the report said.
"Nothing could be further from the truth when
one looks at the facts.
High' interest rates may
have been the straw to
break the camel's back
for many producers, but
it is not the heart of the
problem."
The report said that
much of the increase in
annual interest expenses
"has been caused by a
higher debt load" which
was $53 billion in 1970;
$81.8 billion in 1975: $119.3
billion in 1978; and $174.5
billion in 1981.
We at Rhodes Supply have the
"Lower interest rates
professionals that know how to
would lower interest exformulate the right feed for your
pense somewhat, but the
1 total
debt load in
i i needs.
agriculture must be
Gary Key, Territory Manager for Supper Sweet Feeds is S reduced in the long run,"
it said.
experienced all with all types of livestock and can
The report said
formulate the right ration to go with your home grown
agricultural production
costs, which totaled $43
sgrain.
billion in 1970. rose to
Now is the time to take advantage of this service... WeS $141.7
billion in 1981.
"Total production of
think with the right formulation we can help you have
agricultural, products inbetter production with less feed.
crease by about 30 percent during that period.
while production expenses more than tripled.
Therefore, most of the additional production costs
have to be covered
through higher selling
ARSEV
eVOWN SWISS
prices for agricultural
borrunodities."
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concentrate on the present and future Your huehand's affair

aer

•••

401.

cDe

/le

p.

sac

wea• •
l•rotiler
her.
You need to work out your anger and outrage with
a therapist. Find one who is right for you. Forgive,
and your own pain will be healed. Who among us has
not needed to be forgiven many times in our lives?
God bless you. Please write again and tell me how
you are. I care.

By Abigail Van Buren

Husband's Dud Affair
Explodes Years Later
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I were planning a 40th
anniversary celebration, but I called it off three months ago
when I learned from someone that my husband had had an
affair with a young woman while he was stationed in
Alameda. Calif., during World War 11.
The affair lasted about a year while he was waiting to be
shipped out, but never was. When I confronted him with the
facts, he admitted it, but said it was "nothing senous.- We
had been married three years and had one child when all
this took place, and I thought we had a perfect marriage.
I am devastated. I feel betrayed, knowing I've spent the
last 37 years living with a liar and a cheat. How can I ever
trust him again? The bottom has fallen out of my world!
Now he asks me to "forgive him," hut it's 37 years too late.
Our relationship is deteriorating and our marriage is
hanging by a thread.
We raised five children, among them a lawyer, engineer,
teacher and other professionals. I felt secure and fortunate
to have such a solid marriage all these years.
I am miserable and sick inside. How can I overcome this
terrible feeling of betrayal? I've been to my minister and two
doctors - one a psychiatrist - but nothing makes me feel
any better.
Should I hang on for the financial benefits, or go it alone?
ABOUT TO CRACK UP

• t't

Romance writer a wife, mother first

gainst vou

'a

DEAR ABOUT: To dwell on something that took
place 37 years ago is useless and self-destructive.
You must let go of your obsession with the past and

i_F X N11•1
AP
Renee Vier has
come a long way since
she followed a whun and
started writing a novel.
Now the Lexington
housewife and mother is
a romance novelist who
writes under the name
Anne Gaynor.
Mrs. Vier contends that
despite her success, she's
a wife and mother first
and a writer second.
Three years ago, when
the youngest of Mrs.
Vier's children started
school, the 36-year-old
housewife started to
write a novel, something
she'd always wanted to
do.
She had spent most of
her 16 years of married
life keeping house and
helping her husband Don
with his home-cleaning
business. Except for a
few required college
themes while she attended the University of Kentucky, she had never
written anything.
"After a while, writing
the book got to be fun,
then it got to be hard
work," Mrs. Vier said.
"Finally, it was one of
those thing you started
and you have to finish.
"Then, when it's finish-

• ••
DEAR ABBY 1 am 11 years old My ex-boyfriend, who is
12, dumped me for an uglier girl. I am not beautiful, but I'm
not exactly ugly either.
You may think I am too young to have a boyfriend, but I
am very mature for my age. Why do 1 get dumped by every
boyfrIend I ever have?
Is it me, or the boy?
DUMPED AT 11
DEAR DUMPED: Please don't worry about it at
this stage in your life. Perhaps you're lucky. It would
be a sorry state of affairs if every man chose his
lifetime partner when she was 11. And vice versa.
•••
DEAR ABBY . I was amused at your column on the
various methods used to get a letter out of someone who
rarely wrote to concerned loved ones. It reminded me of
what I did after a number of unsuccessful attempts to evoke
a reply ftom a relative who, at the time, was a Roman
Catholic priest in a small Midwestern town.
His unmarried sister, a social worker, resided in the
rectory and did double duty as a secretary and housekeeper.
In a sort of mischievous desperation I addressed a letter to
The Rev. and Mrs. James F. O'Malley (made-up name) in
care of the rectory.
Needless to say, I received not one, but two very prompt,
though somewhat curt, replies.
G.K. IN CORRALES
If you hate to write let
.
te
.
re because you don't know
what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet on
letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

ed, you ask yourself
'what do I do with IC' But
I never in my Wildest
dreams expected it to be
published.
The novel titled "Fate's
Passion", is a historical
novel about two people
forced into marriage
after the hero "accidentally" ravages the
heroine.

a lot about myself.' she
said. "I found out that
I'm a very selfish person
"I mean Don might
have hot dogs for dinner
and have to do the laundry; but I'm going to it
here and finish what I'm
writing."
She is currently working to meet an October
deadline for her second
romance novel to be
published by Zebra
publications.
Mrs. Vier believes that
women like to read
romance novels for the
very reason critics often
condemn them.

Mrs. Vier said she
doesn't know where her
story ideas come from
but like many new
authors, she was a reader
before she thought of being a writer.
"This is going to sound
funny," she said,"but I
really don't know any
more about the
characters when 1 start
writing than you do when
you first pick up the book.
"I keep learning about
them until, by the end of
the book, they're real
people to me."
Litte has changed in the
Vier household since
Mom became a published
writer. Mrs. Vier said her
husband has always
helped out with the
chores, but she admits to
feeling an occasional
guilt pang.
"Writing has taught me

"I think, deep down inside, women feel it's nice
to be treated like a
woman - to be protected
and put on a pedestal- to
a certain extent." she
said. But maybe that's
not what they want in real
life."
While Mrs. Vier
defends the escapist
value of romance novels,
she said she is beginning
to feel the limitations of
writing for that market.
"Somewhere down the
road, I'd like to write a
'book' book, not one that
has to have a happy-everafter ending," she said.
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Trio inducted into MSU Athletic Hall of Fame
John Miller, head
basketball coach at Murray State for five seasons,
Powell Puckett, former
standout football player
for the Racers. and Bill
Thompson, former MSU
football .and track star,
have been named to the
Murray State University
Athletic Hall of Fame.
They will join 44 other
former Thoroughbred
athletes in the MSU
shrine. Miller, Puckett
and Thompson will be formally inducted into the
Hall of F'ame in
ceremonies September
18. They, as wall as other
Hall of Fame members,
will also be recognized at
Murray State's home
football game with Centrl
Missouri that night.
Best known as coach
for several years at Murray State. Miller also was
a versatile athlete in his
playing days. He earned
two letters in football,
serving as the Racers'
team captain in 1928. An
offensive end, he scored
three touchdowns for
MSU's 1928 squad. That
- team, coached by Carlisle Cutchin, went 9-0-1
and won the regular
season championship in
the Mississippi 'Valley
Conference. Miller
helped the '28 Racers roll
up 420 points in 10 games,
making them the highestscoring team in Murray
: State history.
Miller's best sport,
however, was basketball.
He played Center for the
Racers for two campaigns. the 1927-28 and
1928-29 seasons. He was
an ALL-Mississippi
Valley Conference selection after the '27-28
season, in which he was

second on the Racers in
scoring with an 8.9
average.
Nicknamed "Man 0'
War" in his playing days,
Miller led Murray States
in scoring in 1928-29,
averaging 10.2 points per
game. His career high
was 26 points against
Kentucky Wesleyan in
1929.
After receiving his
Master's degree from
George Peabody College
in Nashville, Miller
returned to Murray State
as an assistant coach. He
was the freshmen coach
for several sports. including football and
basketball, from 1931 to
1942.
Miller took over as
head basketball coach in
1942. His first team, the
d'42-43 unit, was his most
successful. That team
posted a 22-4 mark and
placed fourth in the National Association of Intercollegiate Basketball
I NAIB ) Tournament in
Kansas City that year.
Overall. Miller's varsity teams compiled a 64-50
record. He stepped down
as coach after the first
four games of the 1947-48
season.
A native of Morley.
Missouri, Miller now
resides in Frankfort, Ky.
Puckett was one of the
top linemen in Murray
State football history. He
played on the freshman
team in the fall of 1941
under frosh coach John
Miller. He earned a letter, playing both offensive and defensive guard.
in 1942.
He left school to join the
Navy during World War
II. In 1943, he played football for a service team at

SwidircLA

Powell Puckett
Tufts College in Boston. Ohio Valley Conference
then was transferred to selection at left guard in
the Samson Naval Train- '48, as he helped Coach
ing Center in Lake Fred F'aurot's team roll
Seneca, N.Y.
,
up a 9-1 regular season
Puckett played for the record. He was invited to
Samson Navy team in play in a senior All-Star
1944 under Coach Jim Game in Hawaii but
Crowley. who was best declined so that he could
known as one of Notre travel with the Racers to
Dame's Four Horsemen. the Tangerine Bowl game
That Samson team against Sul Ross State.
played against colleges
and other service teams, "That game was my
as well as opposing pro- biggest thrill at Murray
fessional team in exhibi- State," Puckett said, "
tions. In 1945, Puckett even though I didn't play
played for a service team much. I hurt my ribs in
at Camp Perry, Vinginia. the second quarter and
Returning to Murray missed the whole second
State in 1946. Puckett en- half." MSU and Sul Ross
joyed an outstanding played to a 21-21 tie, the
year under Coach Jim Racers' only bowl apMoore. He was awarded pearance to date.
All-KIAC honors as a
Originally from
junior. An injured ankle Shelbyville. Ky.,
Puckett
kept him out of action for now lives in Oak
Ridge,
the entire 1947 season, but Tn, where
he teaches
in 1948 he came back with chemistry.
a vengenance.
Thompson played footPuckett was an All- ball
and ran track for
Murray State from 193537. An offensive back, he
helped the Racers compile a 16-10-1 record in his
three seasons with the
varsity. He was a
member of Coach Roy

Bill Thompson
Stewart's 1937 team that
finished 8-1-1.
An Owensboro, Ky.,
native, Thompson was
primarily a quarterback
during his playing days.
He made Honorable Mention All-American status
in both the 1936 and 1937
seasons. He was also
Honorable Mention AllKIAC in '37.
He scored 91 points for
the Racers in his three
years, w4th his highest
total in 1936 (46 points, including seven
touchdowns). One of his
greatest moments came
in the Racers' 23-0
whitewashing of Tennessee Tech in 1937, when
he broke off a 63-yard
run, helping Murray roll
up 326 yards in total offense.

Thompson bring the Hall
of Fame membership
total to 47. Others elected
to the shrine are:
Charlie Allen, Howard
Allen. Willard Bagwell,
Bernie Behrendt, Garrett
Beshear, Dr. I.ynn
Bridwell, Harlan Brodie,
Floyd Burdette,
Don
Clayton, Carla Colley,
Howard Crittenden,
Coach Carlisle Cutchin,
George Dugan, Houston
( Hound) Elder, Coach
Fred Faurot, Rick
Fisher, Jim Freeman,
Joe Fulks, Bill
Furgerson.
Marshall
Gage, Al Giordano, Bill

From Murray to Nashville
Depart
Arrive

Frequency
Mon.-F'ri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri.

7:25 a.m.
1:30 p.m
5:45 p.m

Two Murray State
Thompson was one of defensive players were
Murray State's top track involved in an automobile
performers in the late accident over the
1930's. He held the school weekernd near
record for the 220-yard Georgetown, Ky.
-.
dash until the 1960's.
Senior defensive tackle
Miller, Pucket ant Calvin Thompson and

From Nashville to Murray
Depart
Arrive

Flight

9:35 a.m.
2:10 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

102

104
100

4111
.

John Miller
Graham, Pete
Gudauskas, John
Hackney, Coach Harlan
Hodges, Jim Jennings,
Stewart Johnson, Cecil
(Slim) Kent, Johnny
King, Gil Mains, Hugh
May, Ethridge McKeel,
Norman McKenzie,

Claude McRaven, John
Powless, Bennie Purcell,
Johnny Reagan, Herman
Shaw, Woodrow ( Pedro)
Simmons, Coach Roy
Stewart, Larry Tillman,
Tommy Turner, Tommy
Wells, Walter (Bull)
Wells.

genior linebacker Vince observation
but was
Tucker survived the acci- released the next morndent with -minor cuts ing.
and bruises." according
to the MSU Sports InDetails of the accident
formation Department.
were not known, but
Thompson was admit- neither player was
ted to the hospital for seriously injured.
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01'limbo
wins Open
By WILL G RaLSLE
AP Special Correspondent
You d have to have buttermilk instead of blood
coursing through your veins not to have gotten a
rousing charge out of Jimmy Connors fourth U.S.
Open tennis victory Sunday at Flushing Meadow.
The little guy with the aching back and spindly
legs showed 'ern. Twenty thousand spectators went
.ecstatically mad and TV sets jumped across the
land.
The aging comebacker, whom tennis galleries
once loved to hate, brought the crowd in the packed
stadium stands leaping to its feet in the final
moments of his dramatic four-set' triumph over
Ivan Lendl, the grim, hollow-cheeked young
Czechoslovakian, who 24 hours earlier had
humiliated three-time winner John McEnroe.
Few conceded the 5-foot-10, 150-pound Connors a
chance against Lendl, who blasts 112 mph serves
and hits incessant sledgehammer shots off both
wings until his foe - as in the case of McEnroe
Saturday - gives up in sheer frustration.
But Lendl, only 22, was not playing McEnroe this
time. He was playing 01' Jimbo, the alley fighter,
by his own admission at the crossroads of his career
at age 30, but a guy who has never found the word
"quit" in a dictionary.
In the end, it was a victory for grit and gristle,
guts and gambling instincts over youth, power and
iron discipline.
The match was a stark contrast to the semifinal
between McEnroe and Lendl in which Lendl's
power destroyed the artistry of the man acclaimed
by some to be the finest talent in the game.
McEnroe never broke service. He was pinned to
the baseline by Lendl's whirlwind attack.
There was no whining from Connors in the men's
final. His lips tightly set, his face frozen in concentration, he immediately took the battle to Lendl and
dared the hard-hitting Czech to do his worst.
The steely Lendl took the dare and came out slugging. But he found himself against a scrappy old
warrior who could take his hardest licks and respond in double measure.
Grunting, scooting, scrambling for every shot,
sometimes flying through the air, Connors quickly
took the initiative away from Lendl, who had won 10
tournaments and 228 matches against nine defeats
during the past year.
Within an hour, he had broken Lendl's grooved
power and won the first two sets 6-3, 6-2. A look of
wonder and desperation showed up in the dark,
sunken eyes of.theyear's most successful player.
Connors lost the third set 6-4, and, upstairs in the
TV booth. John Newcombe, a former champion who
had picked Lendl to win, commented: "Jimmy suf-

OVC roundup

Boots' grid boys blank ECS, 34-0
By SKIP LATT
DetensWe back Mike a pair ot set ond-half
Akron 14, Eastern
Associated Press Writer
Owens fell on a fumble in Franklin. Ind . fumbles Michigan 7
Middle Tennessee State the Kentucky State end into 1U points to capture
Junior tailback James
University treated Coach zone with 12.39 remain- its 1982 football opener
Black rushed for 171,
Boots Donnelly: to the best ing in the game to give
Morehead's 'food yards and scored a
of both worlds during its the Governors a 24-17 Curkeridall' set up the fourth -quartet
34-0 victory over lead
Roland Shields winning touchdown when touchdown to push Akron
Elizabeth City State as stored from 12 yards out he recovered a Franklin past Eastern Michigan ii
the Ohio Valley Con- minutes later to ensure fumble at his own 48-yard the Zips' season opener
ference's leading defense the victory.
line. The Eagles' Rick
Linebacker .leff Lak‘,
posted its second shutout
Calculi scored the set up the winning dim
and wrsu rumung backs
Morehead State 24, deciding touchdown six with a pass interceptith
Franklin 17
ground out :115 ards.
plays later from 21 yards at the Eastern Michiga,
The victory not only got Morehead State turned out
4'.
.1 line
the Blue Raiders off to a
2-0 start for the 1982
season, but also gave
their fans a chance to
recall by-gone days.
The shutout was the
first for MTSU since a
1976 blanking of
Morehead State and the
34-point margin was the
team's largest since
defeating Austin Peay 440 in 1970.
The MTSU victory was
one of six posted by OVC
teams Saturday.
Youngstown State suffered the only loss in a
conference mechup with
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Ribbons, Hyten pace Racer harriers

but was
lest morn-

Murray State's men's
cross country team placed second in a tri-meet
Friday. falling to Indiana
State-Evansville. but
beating Arkansas State at
Murray Country Club.

ie accident
'own, but
yer was
ed.

te

oInts
,

Gary Ribbons finished
second overall with teammate Rob Hyten finishing
third just six seconds
back. Ribbons' time was
26:22 and Hyten was

26:28.
Unofficially. Racer
runner--William Jordan
placed fourth, but
because of an eligibility
conflict, his time was
disregarded.
Jeff Stipp was the third
official Racer across the
tape, placing seventh
overall. Mike Leveronne
was ninth and Damon
Geiger rounded out the

College
football

Pro baseball

Pro football

CCHS runners suffer 'worst team meet'
Calloway County's boys
cross country team ran
"the worst team meet of
their entire career," said
coach Jim Nix after his
team finished fourth in
the Marshall County Invitational, Saturday.
"We've got guys who
have run on the varsity
for two or three years
now and I've never seen
them as terrible as they
were at Marshall County," Nix said. -They
psyched themselves out
because they haven't run
well on the Marshall
County course and they
end up telling
themselves, 'I'm not going to do well because
I've never done well on
this course.'''

MHS-CCHS
game film
shown Tuesday
Game films of Friday's
Murray High School 6-3
football victory over
Calloway County will be
shown Tuesday night at
the school cafeteria for
Tiger Athletic Booster
Club members and prospective club members.
The film will be shown
at 7 p.m.
Presiding over the club
meeting will be Jerry
Key.

But, says Nix, the team
had better learn to do
well on the MCHS course
because the regionals will
be conducted there this
year.
"Maybe they I CCHS
have gotten all of it out of
their system now and we
can go ahead and improve from here on out,"
Nix said.
Individually for the
Lakers, Paul Vought
finished fifth, Mike
Wicker placed 12th, Mark
Thorn finished 22nd, Mike
Harlan, the defending
regional champion, placed 24th, and Barry Knight
came in 25th. Two Saturdays ago Knight set a new
school record with his
time of 1649. Last Saturday he stumbled to a
19:34 clocking.
The Lakers finished
behind . Ft. Campbell,
Trigg County and
Owensboro.
M
G
Complete
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We instM1 Auto Gloss and
Store Fronts t involuted
glass. We hi storm
windows, doors and screens
end cut glass table tops
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753 01000' 103 7798
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Good thru Sept. 16, 1982
Men's Styles
• Nike Wimbledon (Leather)
white with light blue

• Nike Diablo (Nylon)
gray with navy stripe

• Nike Bruin (Canvas)
white with black stripe

• Nike Meadow (mesh)
white with light blue stripe

• Nike Blazer Hi-Top (Leather)
three colors

Ladies' Styles
• Pony Tracy (Canvas)
white on white stripe

• Nike Lady Diablo (Nylon)
Lt. gray with sonaria Striae

• Nike Lady Meadow (Minn
white with powder blue stripe

• Nike Lady Yankee (Nylon)
gray with It, blue stripe

• Converse Road Star (Nylon)
Beige and Powder

• Pony No.1 Low (Leather)
white with natural stripe

• Tretorn Nylite (Canvas)
5 colors

DENNISON-HUNT sPwthIg G's
2 10S.
Murray, Ky.
753-9999
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Waterways industry suffering from economics
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hit the waterwa)S tri- the top executives
dustra ance World War
Across mid-America's
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Miss Whitnah Lexie
McNutt C.D. Birdsong H. Paschall's
dies; funeral dies
Friday
funeral rites
funeral rites
here today
The funeral for Lexie 1. are today
to be Tuesday
Miss Roberta Whitnah, McNutt

is today at 2 p.m.
82, 1506 Chestnut St., died
Services for Corbit
Hafford Paschall, 96,
in the chapel of McEvoy
Daniel Birdsong are be- Rt. 2, Puryear. Tenn.,
Saturday at 10:50 a.m. in Funeral Home,
Paris,
the Long Tenn Care Unit Tenn.Burial
ing
conduct
ed
today at 2 died Sunday at 10:30 a.m.
will follow in
of Murray -Calloway Bevil Cemete
p.m. in the chapel of at Murray -Calloway
y near
County Hospital.
Goodwin
Funeral Home, County Hospital. He was
Paris.
The deceased was a
Mr. McNutt, 87, died Cadiz. The Rev. James a retired farmer.
retired professor of Friday at
Blalock
is officiating.
He was preceded in
Henry County
chemistry at Murray General Hospital
Burial will follow in death by his wife, Mrs.
. He was
State University.. Before a retired
John Deere English Cemetery in the Verba Nance Paschall,
teaching at the Universi- Tractor
Co., dealer in land Between the Lakes. on Aug. 8, 1977, one
ty she taught chemistry Paris,
daughter, Mrs. Beulah
Tenn., but had
Mr. Birdsong, 89, Rt. 2,
at Murray Training operated
Covington, and one son,
a business with Cadiz, died Saturday
at
School for many years.
Hafford Paschall, Jr.
the same dealership 7:10 p.m. at Life
Care
Miss Whitnah was a several years
Born Sept. 11, 1886, in
ago in Mur- Nursing Home, Paducah.
member of First United ray.
Henry County, Tenn., he
A
retired
farmer,
he
was
Methodist Church, Murwas the son of the late
He is survived by his a member of the
Cadiz Frank Paschall
ray Branch of American wife,
and Ella
Mrs. Ala Grimble congregation
of Clark Paschall
Association of University McNutt;
.
two daughters, Jehovah's Witnesses.
Women, Calloway County Mrs. Armand
Survivors are five
a Ellis and
Retired Teachers Mrs.
Born March 23, 1893, in daughters, Mrs. Viva
Geneva Belle
Association, West Ken- Lawrenc
e, a son, Charles Trigg County, he was the Ellis and Mrs. Elizabeth
tucky Chemical Society Leonard
McNutt, and a son of the late Crit Bird- Dalton, Murray, Mrs.
and Delta Kappa Gam- sister,
Mrs. Gladys song - hnd Nellie Cunn- Owida Osborn, Clearma.
Willoughby, all of Paris; ingham Birdsong. One water, Fla., Mrs. Mary
'Born Dec. 5, 1899, in one brother,
daughter, Dorothy Mae Darby, Brentwood,
Leo McNutt,
Nebraska, she was the Warren,
Birdsong, and two sons. Term., and Mrs. Phyllis
Mich.
daughter of the late R.V.
Raymond and another in Knapp, San Antonio,
Whitnah and Elizabe
infancy, preceded him in Texas.
DeBoit Whitnah.
death.
Five surviving sons are
Survivors include. a
He is survived by five Forrest Paschall and Pat
brother-in-law, Dr. Lewis
daughters,. Mrs. Louise Paschall, Puryear,
Melaik, Eureka, Ill.; one
Mrs. Pauline Smith, 68, Jeffrey. Burna, Mrs. Ratliffe Paschall, Como.
niece, Mrs. Robert Lang, died
today at 8:15 a.m, at Helen Elder, Mrs. Nellie Tenn., Holmes Paschall,
Hazel Crest, Ill.; three her
home at New Con- Lyons and Mrs. Frances Gallatin, Tenn., and
nephews, Dr. Lawrence cord.
Clark, all of Paducah, Frank Paschall, MillMelaik, Eureka, Ill.,
She was a member of and Mrs. O'Neil Hooks, ington, Tenn.
Robert Melaik, Sparta, New
Also surviving are one
Mt. Carmel Baptist Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mich., and Don Whitnah, Church.
sister, Mrs. Leslie Ellis,
Born July 7, 1914,
Eight sons survive who
Cedar Falls, Ill.; several in Callowa
Murray; 27 grandy County, she
are C.D. Birdsong, Jr.,
great nieces and was
children; 32 greatthe daughter of
and Ronald Birdsong,
nephews.
Charlie S. Marr and the
grandchildren; one
Paducah, J.B. Birdsong,
The funeral was today late Maggie.
great-great-grandchild.
Fox Marr.
Cleveland, Ohio, Dan
at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel
Mrs. Smith is survived
Mrs. Paschall was a
Birdsong and G.W. Birdof J.H. Churchill Funeral by
her husband, Eurie
song, Purcell, Okla., A.V. member of Mill Creek
Home. Dr. Walter Smith, to
whom she' was
Gystert Birdsong, Cumberland
Mischke, Jr., officiated.
married on Nov. 4, 1933;
Hopkinsville, and Arvel Presbyterian Church
Burial will be Tuesday her father,
Charlie S.
Boyd. Birdsong and where the funeral will be
in a cemetery at Cuba, Marr,
Nash Drive; one
Everett Birdsong, Trigg Tuesday at 2 p.m. The
Ill.
son, Don Smith, Rt. 4.
Rev. Wade Darby. his
County.
The family requests
Also surviving are one
son-in-law, and the Rev.
that expressions of sym- brother
Also surviving are Steve Guarner
, Charlie Fox
os will ofpathy take the form of Marr,
Warren, Mich.; three sisters, Mrs. Ardell ficiate. Mrs. Oneida
donations to Roberta two
Timmon
Paducah
s,
,
Mrs.
grandchildren, DebWhite will be pianist and
Whitnah Chemistry bra Edward
s and Daysha (Tina Turner, Cadiz, and soloist.
Scholarship Fund, Mur- Smith;
Mrs.
Vera
Turner
;
one greatray State University
Grandsons will serve as
grandchild, Derrick Ed- Detroit. Mich.; 27 granchildr
en; 23 great- pallbearers. Burial will
wards.
follow in Mill Creek
Blalock -Coleman grandchildren.
Cemetery with arFuneral Home will be in
Napoleon Bonaparte's rangements by Miller
charge of funeral and army capture
d Berlin in Funeral Home of Hazel
Mrs, Jessie Love burial arrangements.
/1806.
where friends may call.
Wrather, 81, Rt. 4, died
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Born Sept. 8, 1901, in
Tennessee, she was the
daughter of the late Leo
KLINT KELLEY —MAYFIELD, KY..- 247-0673 or 1-800-5
92-3488
Wilson and Rebecca
Rogers Wilson.
Mrs. Wrather is survived by one son, Hoyce S.
Al', -- USDA ner and cutter under 800 lb 3910-37, 35
Wrather and his wife,
Cattle and calves M:10 slaughter steers
Slaughter bails yteld grade 1 1430 lb
1.00-2.00 101MT heifers 50 lower, cows 53 50. 1.2 1100-3485 lb 50 100-5310,
Jean, Rt. 4.
I® higher. bulls steady slaughter
Slaughter calves and sealers poorly
edera, sta, Market News sersice
The funeral will be
calves and vealers poorly tested early
tested early, feeder steers medium
September 13,196t
Tuesday in the chapel of iscntwk, Purchase Area Hog market feeders 1.002.00lower.
frame I 420500 lb 62 504:3 75 560.6101.5
Slaughter steers: choice 2-4 960-1315 62 00.65.70, 740-916 Lb S6 0i)-63.
Includes 6 Biome Stations
Kinsey-Garrett Funeral Iteport
15 6110.03.10: naised good and choice 2-3
Act 1686 Est Harrows &
medium f rame 1.2300-090 lb 59 5
Kecipts
•
1000.1100 lb 59.0041.00: good 2-3 inHome, Royal Oak, Mich. Gilts 75 to 1 °Clover Sows steady
Large frame 1 485-55 lb 59 50
,•
cluding dairy breds 920-1320 lb 51.00
lbs
^
inethurn frame 2 300500 lb 57 5u-ito
Burial will follow in 1751-2210246
US 2 200210 lbs
102 21.63 75 59 00
560-700 Lb 540-5950. large frame 2
22105015s
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4 81504015
$63 5-63 75
Roseland Park Cemetery US
numtly hoLstems, 115445 lb 51 00-55 00,
US 2-3264270 lbs _
lb 60 5-61 30. nosed good and choice 2-3 load 920 lb hoLsteins 5710, niednun
*2 5-635
at Berkley, Mich.
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00
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10S310
$51
5810
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J.H. Churchill Funeral US 1-3386450 lbs
*3 10-5410
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IS
1.3450.510
Ito
Home had charge of local
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40 8045 00, utility 1-3 38 00-43 GO. lbgh
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Walker rites conducted
Final rites for Leonard
Walker were Saturday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. Elder Arlie
Larimer officiated
Music was by Mrs.
Oneida White and Mrs,
Hellon Carlin.
Pallbearers were Troy
Vance. Mike Vance.
•

Jerry Vance, Max
Dowdy, Terrell Roberts
and Paul Redden. Burial
was in Lone Oak
Cemetery in Calloway'
County.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Louise Brown
Walker, and two sisters,
Mrs. Troy Vance and
Mrs Hontas Mitchell

Olitury

BEST BREAKFAST BEAL

IN TOWN

4

r ti arTll
2 Eggs 8 3 pc Bacon
Choice of Pancakes or Homemade Bisc and
Gravy
Hsh
o Brown Potatoes
Coffee
ALL FOR ONLY
TAX INCLUDED
SERVED MON THRU SAT 6 TILL 11 •.m.
BOSTON TEA PARTY

$2.25

AM.

GM

Close-out Special

KEEP THAT GREAT
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1981 Monte Carlo
1979 Howell Craft
15 ft. Low Profile, Red metal flake, Built in
tank, battery, 85 Mercury Power trim & tilt,
custom traitor, warranty, turn key & go.
ONLY

Red, air, power steering
automatic, local car.

12,xxx miles

MURRAY SPORT
MARINE CENTER
753-7400

ii

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

$3875

Hwy. 121 S.

power lornkes

GENDIAL MOTORS PARTS DIVTSION

753-2617
641 S Murray

COLOR COMPUTER
BONUS OFFER!
Get the Joysticks (26-3008)
At No Extra Charge When You
Buy a 16K Standard Color Computer

39995
• Play Action. Adventure
And Classic Board Games
• Use Instant-Loading
Program -Pak Cartridges
• Help Teach the Kids

26-3004
Less
TV

• Learn to Program
With Color and Sound
•Set Up a Budget
• Keep Important Files
• Attaches to Any TV

MIIIMMIMMOB
U11101111111••••••••••
=isimanisanamesen

Hurry—Offer
Ends 9/26/82

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
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S.F. Lawrence
funeral rites
are Tuesday

•

Miss Sandra Faye
Lawrence, 27, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, died Saturday at
5:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Her death
followed an extended illness.
Born Aug. 11, 1955, in
Highland Park, Mich.,
she was-the daughter of
William Lawrence and
Lillia Free Lawrence.
Survivors are her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William Lawrence, Rt. I,
Kirksey; four sisters,
Mrs. Donnie f Darlene)
Wilkerson, Farmington,
Mrs. Ronnie (Doris)
Green and Mrs. Joe Pat
(Sheila Kay) Phillips,
both of Kirksey, and Mrs.
Danny (Diana) Chadwick, Breaux Bridge,
La.; one brother, Gary
William Lawrence and
his wife, Joetta, Kirksey.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. James Stom
will officiate. Singing will
be by a choir with Carl
Usrey as director and
Mrs. LaNelle Usrey as
organist.
Pallbearers wilkimBilv- 1—`1-Y loe-An4fersorr755-nnie
Wilkerson. Ronnie Grek,
Joe Pat Phillips. Tom_
-.Free anid ,J6e Free.
Burial will follow in
Kirksey Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home

44 0045 00

Add Our CGP-115 to Print in Color
Create incredible graphics and 24995
print alphanumerics in four
colors! 26-1192

very high boning percent individuals
48100-4950. cutter 1.2 34 00-39 00. can-

Rath.Ihaek
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND
DEALERS

Women's SPEEDO
Swimsuits

325-600 lb 50.00-53 OP. medium frame 2
350-655 lb 45 00-50 00.

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

WHITE OR YELLOW 10K GOLD

DIRECT DIAMOND DISTRIBUTORS
OPIN MONDAY•SATUNDAT.

'
1-WELCILS

10 ci.m.•6 p.m.
Fridays until 8 p.m

Che:stnut Hills
Shopping Center.

%
50

oFF Now through Sep. 30, 1982
Excellent Selection

1203
Chestnut

1
II
i
SPORTING GOODS

753-8844
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1:0 Shake-up reduces absenteeism
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
API -- State officials
say a management
shake-up has significant1y. reduced employee
absenteeism at
Hazelwood Intermediate
Care Facility, an institution in Louisville for the
mentally retarded.
The officials said the
high absenteeism had endangered residents. Lack
of staff had been blamed
for at least two deaths of
Hazelwood residents in
recent years.
Before Hazelwood's
director was fired and a
management team moved in by the state on June

•s

.,••••

•
PRECEPTOR OMICRON Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi has chosen Calloway
Public Library as main service project for 1982-83 Members will furnish cookies
for children who attend Story Hour on Tuesday and Wednesday of each week.
Pictured are(from left ) Barbara Chilcutt, ways and means chairman, and Mary
Graves, president, presenting Lynn Hewitt, program director at the library,
with a check for purchasing first tapes for Children's Cassette Library. Other
members participating in library service are Ila Brown, Linda Darnell, Rowena
( ...isions do not make a
Emerson. Brenda Estes. Vicky Holton• Debbie Lyoro, Lois Ruiz Joyce Thomas
man either strong or weak
Barbara Williams and Glenda Wilson
but they show what he is
_
Thomas tiempis

18. sometimes a third of
the employees Involved in
giving care didn't show
up for work, according to
Verna Fairchild, head of
the management team
Now only about 5 percent ar absent at one
time, she said. Critics of
the management
shakeup, however, says
absenteeism isn't the
overriding problem at the
facility.
The critics say the
facility does not hire
enough employees to properly care for the
residents and that morale
is low among employees.

THE ACES

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

DOWN

1 Native EgypSan
,
5 Arabian garments
-? Resort
. Rabbit s relaUse
- 3 Bundle
14 Gob
15 Presses
17 Vegetable
19 Individuals
21 Mental image
22 Barracuda
24 Behold.
25 Lift with a
lever
26 Crony
27 Baby's
plaything
29 Citylrain
31 Bitter vetch
32 Near
33 Cooled lava
34 In favor of
35 The two of us
36 Vaporous
38 River lin
Madrid
39 — Vegas
40 Exist
4,Dispatched
12 Spoken
44 Items of
property
46 Impose
48 Birds
homes
51 Poem
52 Chinese faction
54 Harvest
55 Crimson
56 Grafted in
heraldry
57 Whirlpool

1 Greek letter
,2 Row
3 Doves
onward
4 Doctrine
5 Hebrew
month
6 Vote
7 Toward
shelter
8 Deposit
9 Ponder
10 Length of a
step
11 Region
16 — what.
18 Weary
20 China item
22 Jet forth
23 Peel
25 Frolic
27 Rodents
28 Demesticates
29 Emerald isle

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

11

2

3

A

A

MOON UUMCM
• COMM 00C
CM MOM CO S.
UCE MUM GI
CCM =COMM
COMM UMW
COMM MUM
O OMECU MCC
0 UM BOOM UM A
ECM MOOMM •
=MOO OMCMU
SEA RN

EARNS

44 Solar disk
45 Printer's
measure
47 Munched
49 Youngster
50 Secret agent
53 Earth goddess
9 loll:
8

30 Booty
34 Ironed
36 Seasoning
37 Not present
39 Interwined
41 Cubic meter
42 Aroma
43 Be borne
5

4

6

7

13

'2
19
22 23

18

17

16

15

14

20

21

11 24

i
l
26l
27
3'

32

0
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38
40
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29 30

28

41

el 1 37
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IF YOU'RE NOT FEELING
WELL THATS CERTAINLY
A 600P EXCUSE

l
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BEST
•Ill 54 3
An alert East will give•"12
himself the chance to beat •2
today's touch and go game 49 It 6 3 2
An even more alert South
511(111
•Q 6
will snatch that opportunity
•
K Q .1 10 8
away
•K
What led his singleton
4 K Q .17
diamond to East's ace and it
was time for East to think. Vulnerable
North-Smith
Should he return a low dia- Dealer South The
bidding
mond for West to ruff"
North Ea.t
If he does. West rufts .ind south 51i•st
l•
l•
24
returns a club, but declarer :4
41/
I' •
511
is in charge. He wins the
club in dummy to lead a
trump and although East Opening le,Id Diamond
wins and 'shoots another deuce
diamond, declarer- ruffs
high to avoid an overruff giving up an
overtrick is
Trumps are drawn easily worth the chance to ir.irri
and declarer claims the plus score
rest.
East gives himself a
Lead V1 ith The Arcs
chance if he returns his singleton club befor'e giving South holds 9-13-B
West his diamond ruff. If
•9 3
declarer makes the mistake
•K Q 7:1
of immediately playing
•K .1 14
trumps. the game will now
45 Q83
go down. East hops up with
the trump ace. gives West a
diamond ruff and now gets a East
South i1leSi
North
club ruff in return for one 14
Dhl
411
3•
4110
Pass
Dhl
down
l'ass
How 'does declarer save I a"
I a"
himself from such a fate' ANSWER:Spade three
When East returns his sin- Attack dummy's rutting
gleton club, instead of play- potential, your side has the
'ring trumps. declarer must maturity of high cards: proplay three rounds ofspades. tect them with a trump
On the third spade, he dis- lead.
cards his good diamond king
--p on4
fe23 13uesDtaicor
a
and now it's safe to lead the Se
Box
trumps. East loses a trick in with sell-addressed. stamtTorieedxTahesern7e544e
5'
a try to beat the game. but for reply

YOU'RE PROBABLY
WISE JUST TO
STAY IN BED
44110.‘,MO
„...,,orermuOir
011"
P4:at

astVair..dmomitionik 2
owes
ionoiiimatir•••r.

laittaintra

THE SWAMI TOLD ME I'D
BE A FAMOUS MOVIE
STAR WHEN I GROW

dEETCE, TI-IE NEW ARMY
WANTS US TO ESTABL
A PARENTAL RELATIONSHIP
TH THE TROOPS

s

DO YOU
BELIEVE HIM?

SON, THIS WILL 1-IURT
'/01.1 A LOT MORE THAN
IT WILL 141..IRT ME

1

14/ THE REMOTE LANO RCHEO BY
BEAU TECVS QuEEN KAROLA
KULA-KV_ OWOM SOME CALL 'W/TCH

I. Legal Notice

MIMI&

N OTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following
estate fiduciary appointments have
been made in the
Calloway District
Court. All claims
against these
estates should be
filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of
qulaification.
Dola Newsome,
Rt. I, Kirksey, Ky
42054 Deceased, Ottis Riley, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Ky CoExecutor. Jerry K.
Riley, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Ky CoExecutor. Robert
0. Miller, 201 S. 5th,
Murray, Ky Attorney.
Curtis Newsome,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Ky
42054 Deceased. Ottis Riley, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Ky CoExecutor. Jerry K.
Riley, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Ky CoExecutor. Robert
0. Miller, 201 S. 5th,
Murray, Ky Attorney.
Algie Tabers, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Ky
Deceased. J.T.
Tidwell, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Ky Executor. C. Mark
Blankenship, 204 S.
6th, Murray, Ky Attorney.
N o vie Vita
Paschall, 410
Sycamore, Murray,
Ky Deceased. Exie
Paschall, 415
Sycamore, Murray,
yC
K
o
Administrator. Hafford Orr, Rt. 1.
Hazel, Ky CoAdministrator. J.
William Phillips.
401A Maple Street,
Murray. Ky Attorney.
Edna Earl Hale.
309,t S. 5th. Murray, Ky Deaceased.
Wilson Gannt, Rt. 2,
Box 35, Murray, Ky
Administrator.
Max. W. Parker,
Courthouse Bldg..
Murray, Ky Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson, 'Circuit Court Clerk

Christmas llga_
surprise your loved
ones with a
beautifully framed
portrait Call for a,
your apointment
CASTER STUDIO

• .R

1.iloaINMce

ORDINANCE NUMBER 767
An ordinance amending ordinance no.
728 (Chapter 31. Administrative Officers, Section 31.11, Code of Ordinances ) an ordinance setting compensation for the office of city treasurer for
duties performed in connection with the
Police and Firemen's Pension Fund effective July 1.1982. •
Adopted by the Murray City Council on
the 9th day of September, 1982.
Holmes Ellis
Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
Summary Prepared by William Donald
Overbey
Attorney at Law

2. Notice

am•hor.....aneavis•re'"

I. Legal Notice

ORDINANCE NUMBER 766
An ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER
76: PARKING SCHEDULES, CODE OF
ORDINANCES, REGULATING PARKING ON CERTAIN CITY STREETS.
Be it ordained by the City Council, Murray,
Kentucky:
Section I. Schedule I. No Parking: No person shall park any vehicle on an of the
following streets:
i 1 Broach Avenue — On the East or
West side from Farmer Avenue to
Hamilton Avenue.
121 Waldrop Drive — On the East side
from Chestnut Street to Highway 121
Bypass.
( 3) North 16th Street — On the East or
West side from Five IS) Points to Highway
121 Bypass.
Section II. Schedule III. Permitted
Parking: It shall be lawful to park any
vehicle on the following street:
(1 I North 14th Street — On the West side
from Olive Boulevard to the First North entrance behind Woods Hall.
Section III. Whoever violates any provision
of this schedule shall be fined not less than
fl nor more than $20 for each offense.
Adopted on the second reading the 9th
day of Sept., 1982.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

100 Nliwn
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LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Larry
Leslie, Exec4tor, of
the estate of I.iza.
A. Spann, Deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
September 22, 1982.
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Jewell McCallon, Committee
for Ira Wadkins, Incompetent. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before September
-22, 1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Martha Churchill

Imes, Co Executrix, of the
estate of Ronald
W. Churchill, Sr..
Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on
or before
September 2. 1982,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court Clerk
Olaf 110.0110f
Staiel hits Will tie receivefat
Jnice it the IpsO Smite Director
Me rat CM Wools 1115.0 9.1
Srreel iSil I a• so Sept 21
I8*2W tiraislii• mut ant meat
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'was mut be otinirel 41 the office
!he Fool Service Vector•will
mom renest

2. Notice •

NOTICE
For your convenience Jim
Suite, from our Sales Dept.
will be at our showroom
from 6.30 PM to 0.00 PM
on Mondays. Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays

2. Notice
if— —
FOR
Browning
Shotgun
cond

$27!

No Phor

VERNONS
SIC
OLYMPIC
Open 9

Have 5 mini
759-4444 f
spirational 771
brighten yi
Children s t
4445

45 Auto

World War
automatic •
handles, am
excellent c
Best offer. I
calls please.

VERNC
WESTE
STOF
3.C8NOMIM

CARI
OF THA

PURDOMS, OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1406 W. Main

753 5315

FOR SALE
523,500 2 to 3 acres
mini farm several outbuildings, old store,
been newly remodeled. Coll 753-6098
after 4:30.

We sincere
everyone fi
thoughtfulness
sorrow and de,
love one I B
beautiful flower:
were much *pare
also wish to
pallbe•rers
B
Salentine and
Funeral Nome
and Daughters

6. Help Wanted
Nature's OWN "For,
ever Lite Diet' by
Forever Living Pro
ducts. No Preservatives
added, Aloe Vera based
product. Doctor tested
and safe. This and

all

other F.L.P products
are 100 percent money
back guaranteed. For
information on this diet
and other F . L.P. products call Franklin and
Emma Rus1ift.g
7512713.
Apple Tree School pro
vides quality child care
with educational pro
grams. Registration is
now in progress for
children ages 25. The
Apple Tree School is
housed in a modern and
fully equipped facility
and staffed by well
qualified personnel.
Call 753 9356 or visit at
1503 Stadium View Dr.

'There are but
1 a fess things
Iett in life that can
guarantee as many
happs returns as
consistent]) as the ones
you'll get with I. ".S.
Savings Bonds.
I Ake guaranteed
interest return.
Guaranteed tax benefits.
And all backed hs the
most solid guarantee of

all. America.
So w hen sou'rt

Need babysitte
home l'2 days
Must have re
Call 753.0484.

"Co,
Brs T

81's Telephon
business basi
perience. Thii
Quality Produ
Rate. We han
the smallest r
service of mul
As a Suppl
carry the proc
feel the best r
feel you may
ducts below,
the list to us,
from you.
.Pre -wiring o
.Convential F
.Decorator
B
.Telephone A
. Do -It- Yoursr
.Additional
.Wireless Phc
.Speaker Phi
.Other (Speci

To: BJ's TI
Et(
Bobby Wad,
Fr

looking to get out more
than sou put in, take a

look at t ".S. Savings
Bonds. You'll he happier
with the returns. Man r
times user,

11111•1111W---

INVITATION TO BID

.Sealed bids will be received by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court until' 1:00
p.m.. September 30, 1982 in the office of the
County Judge/Executive for the following
insurance coverage for Calloway County:
Real and personal property, automobile
liability and physical damage,comprehensive general liability, mobile equipment.
boilers, and umbrella liability. Copies of
bid specifications may be obtained from
the County Judge/Executive's office.
George H. Weaks
County Judge/Executive

BID ANNOUNCEMENT
Bids will be received until 2:00 p.m.
CDT Sept. 28, 1982 by the administrator of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for the renovation and
addition to Suite 201 in the Medico!
Arts Bldg. Work will include springlers,
mechanical, electrical, metal stud and
thee rock work, floor tile, millwork,
acCusticie•IeiTings; and tioinfing:' Plans
may be obtained at the Administrators
Office by making a S25 deposit which is
refunable. A 5 percent bid bond or
cashiers check will be required with
each bid.

911
CHIMNI
SWEEPIt
SERVIC
Clean it
Later you
have to wait.
4348 or
4792.

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND
CONDITIONING

the Carew, 44elitt fi
and s•rwire in, Lorr
C•11•••y Cis•nty
Cliestimit

753-818

.
ri.
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31Call.4
42
%1

2. Notice

14. Want to Buy

31IE

27. Mobile Home Sales

1 Pets-Supplies

31EM IE

43 Real Estate

V. Motorcycles

3071)

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

$100 Per Week Part Used 50 gallon
12.40 One bedroom
AKC Reg,sterea
Time at Horne
Web
aquarium
tank
Call unfurnished $2950 606
1973 Honda 750 Chimney Sweeping
Doberman puppies and
ster.
America's popular 759 9223 or 7#3 5455
Browning 12 Gongs
customized excellent Service
Do it now
672 3479
Ahroninoin and Vinyl
3 year old female
dictionary company
condition
753 6005 8 5. before you need your
Want to buy good used 12x65
Shotgun
excellent
Doberma
n Call 759 4588
siding sad Aluminum
3 bedroom 1973
needs home workers to
753
6476
after Sp m , ask chimney
file cabinets, legal or
The working
mobile home in Riviera or 753 7637
update local mailing
condition
trim for all houses It
for Eddie
letter size Call Russ at Cts furnishe
list is growing Call now
lists. All ages. ex
53700
d
753 7724 or 753 9734
stops painting
to secure an appoint
1978 T T 500 Yamaha
oftwii cute tv Qum
Call 753 1869 or 753 5743
perience unnecessary
ment 435 4348 Or 762
Good condition with
Jack Glove,
Meyers hem Everywhere
Call 1 716 842 6000 Eat
1981 Mobile home 12x60
4792
extra parts 5400
753
No Phone Calls
5061.
BAIA Service Siete 100$
Leghorn pullets ready
753 1873
2 bedroom, furnished
1217
Concrete,
brick
block,
15cu ft chest freezer
1112 Cshiereter leed
Price reduced owner to lay Call after 5p m
A
VERNONS WESTERN A
A
basements, foun
1980
GS
1100L
Sazuki
Sears
753
Cold
2806
Spot
Aberrey,, 1eetece y 4207
Has sales position
$225. being transferred
For
Servi..,
motocycle
STORE
Asking dations. drive ways. .10r
more information call
opening Murray and 489 2613
iS02)7S3 0116
anytning tor the mobile
e
82300
1981 GS 1000L sidewalks, patios,, and
Mayfield, 1 IV 5947
Benton area
Anytime
OLYMPIC
High Antique Duncan Phyfe
chimneys
home, roof on down
Sazuki
motorcyc
le
ex
earnings complete dining room set, corn18111011
Also small engines lawn
timates Call 753 5476
Cellent condition
COUNTRY' LIVING
Ask
training and benefits. ptetely restored- table, House trailer (Baron)
Brehm
1 1 2 bedroom, gas heat, PRIVATE neat 3,
ing 52800
759 9526 or AP EE ESTIMATES On mowers, etc 492 8722
bed
Captain chair 5 side
Call Paducah 1-443-6478.
licesased
6 Beaded
All Electrical, Plumb
economical $2500
or room 2 bath home on
753 6802
K & K STUMP REMO
Carrier wanted to chairs. $750 Maple din
mg, Painting, and Well VAL
rent $135 month
Call large fully wooded lot
Do you need
1982 Yamaha Tr. Motor
Have S minutes? Coll I promote the Courier ing setwith hutch $300.
Pump
382 2352 or 646 5102
Needs
Licensed
miles
stumps
East of Lynn
removed from
175 3 wheeler
1980 Call
Journal. Income based Twin size Captain bed
7 59-444 4 for on in753 00920r 753 9673.
Grove.
your
yard
Full
or land
Yamaha
finished
YZ80
753 6756
on both route delivery complete $50 Call 753
spirational message to
basement for an extra FOR SALE BY or 759 4016 after 5p m
cleared of stumps? We
4501.
and commission sales.
family
can
remove
OWNER:
room
Lot
or office.
stumps up
I '2 miles 200 Honda 3 wheeler 82
brighten
A 2 bedroom, newly
your day.
Prefer over age 18, Call
to 24 inches below the
furnished, Shady Oaks Central heat and Air, east of Murray , on good model, less than 2
Children s tape 759753-7116 or write. Bob
fireplace, deck. Call road and 500 ft. of Hwy months
ground, leaving only
Trailer
Court.
753
5209.
old
492
8414
Rogers PO Box 598 Brown leather wall
4445.
1
94
sawdust and chips Call
oda
City water, no after 7p.m
y
Murray Ky 42071
hugger recliner, good Nice 2 bedroom trailer WHY RENT?
for free estimates. Bob
nice 2 restrictions, not in a
for rent near Murray.
Yamaha
125
Enduro
Grandmother type shape .192 8204
Kemp
bedroom, 1 bath home subdivision Call Bob or
1351343 or Bob
No pets. 489 2611
needed to babysit in my
Kemp Jr 435 4319
with owner financing James Futrell 753-7668 electric start 5200
Y a ea h a 1980 I T250
Two bedroom all elec - available
home_ Own transporta
located just days and 753-2394
Lake
Refrigera
tion Air
1475'Call 753 3830
tric, large shaded lot I north of
tion required. 753-4775.
nights.
_Hazel
World
conditioners. small ap
War
II
45
miles East Call 753 5464 DUPLEX ON
Hard
working
DODSON
pliances repaired
FOR SALE BY
aggres
474
automatic with stag
after 5p m
A great buy. Let us OWNER •
sive take charge type
8841
INFLATION
Lots for
handles, and holster
show you this property mobile home
individual to run es
with septic
PRICES
with owner financing tank, water
tablished debit agency,
excellent
condition.
and driveOn
FLOOR SANDING
available. way
in the Murray to Ed
Pioneer, Sony,
Located in Duane s Place'Usec
Best offer. No phone
Volkswagon parts, tune
Purdom
& Thurman Baywood Vista Sub
dyville area We offer
AND FINISHING
Sanyo, Majestic,
calls please.
Air conditioning, Real Estate 753-4451.
rebuilt
up,
break
lobs,
great compensation
division
on KY Lake.
Maroutx car stereos.
motors. 435-4272.
20 years experience
training program and
IMME
DIAT
applia
E
nce
and
World of Sound
fringe benefits. Please
'ordain & Thurman.
POSSESSION. Call Bob
Stained
floors
our
Fence sales at Sears
refrigeration sercall Paducah between
or James Futrell at
now. Call Sears 753 2310
Insurance
speciality
8a,m 4.30p.m. for ap
753-5865
753 7668 days or nights
for
vice. All brands.
free
estimate
for
Real Estate
pointment and inter
753-2394.
BODEAU
your needs.
1972 Chevrolet, 2 door
Soutitside Court Sq.
view, 444 6967 E.O.E.
759-1322.
Lake lots air sale by
FLOOR CO
For
Welding
call
Nance
hardtop, clean, excel
Merrily, Kentucky
Jobs Overseas Big CAR STEREO Pioneer,
owner. Lake front and
3 54 - 61 27
lent mechanical condi- portible Welding Ser
3.
money fast 570.000 to Kenwood, Marantz.
lake view
Several to tion. 5675.
vice. 753 1729.
753-4451
1803 College
$50,000 plus per year. Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
choose from on KY
•
GENER
AL HOME
Farm Road,
Call 1 716 8426000. Ext. fessional installation
Looking for a bargain in Lake and Lake Barkley.
Licensed electrician for
CARD
REPAIR. 15 years ex
Sunset Boulevard Music
1358.
todays market? There Terms available. Call 1972 Olds convertible
resident
ial
and
corn
perience
Carpentry.
Dixieland Center
Of THANKS
Mini
,s plenty around, But, James or Marty Futrell best offer. 753 7419.
Need a part time Chestnut
concrete, plumbing, mercial. Heating and
St 753-0113.
before you make' your at Murray, Ky, 753:7668 1974 Chevy Caprice 4 roofing,
Warehouse
aircondition, gas in
receptionist dental asWe sincerely thank
sliding. NO
final choice, look at this Or 753-2394,
door, Florida car, new JOB TO
stallation and repair
sistant. Send resume to
Storage Space
SMALL. Free
everyone for their
3 bedroom home, OWNER HAS FOR tires, loaded equipment estimate
PO Box 1040A Murray
-•
s. Days 474- Phone 753 7203.
thoughtfulness daring the
For Rent
located in Hazel. Re
Ky :42071
SALE: Corn mer c ia I 51395. 753 1842.
Need work on your
2359, nights 474 2276.
sorrow and death of our
753.4758
duced to $11,500, older Zoned Lot on the corner 1976 Dodge
Charger. Guttering by Sears. trees? Topping. prun
Need mature person to
lore one. 1 B Wood. The
home with that certain Of 2nd and Poplar
67,500
actual
ing,
shaping, complete
St.
with
miles.
Sit
two
year
old
Sears continuous gut
girl
beautiful flowers and food
charm. Call Spann Has sewer, water,
3- 753-5783.
in our home. Transters installed for your removal and more. Call
were much appreciated We
Realty Assoc. 753-772.4
phase
electric,
BOVER
and
city 1979 Monte Carlo power specifications. Call
portation and re'S TREE
also wish to thank the
Turn of the century gas. Call James or Bob steering, power
-ferances required. Call
Furnished one bed
brakes, Sears 753 2310 for free SERVICE for Pro
pallbearers
Bra
Bah
fessional tree care
759-4777.
room, 2 sundecks. Pine General Store with all Futrell 753'7668 days or power windows, air
estimate.
Salentine, and the 1.
753-8536.
Condition, AM - PM
Bluff near lake. $200 the old display cases 753-2394 nights.
8
RN or LPN position
funeral Home from Sons
track stereo, 302 motor,
month. 753 1914, 759, and many old furPainting Paperhanging
available full time or
and Deughters
Alumilum
Service
nishings
CO
included in
low mileage, good con
9577, 753,2649.
Commerci.aI
part time for 3-11 shift.
Sale. Located in Old 62
and vinyl siding,
Residential Interior
Working Mon.-Fri. with
Acre farm with dition $3600. Call 436
One and 2 bedroom
Phone 753-3914
Almo, property includes tobacco
Exterior Farm
every weekend off.
work
trim
barn and spring 2894.
Custom
apartments near down
6.
a full city block. KOP• water
Bvildings. 25 years
1980 Ford Fiesta 4
Persons interested
year round
town Murray, 753 4109,
References Call Will Ed
PERUD
REALT
Y
experience. Tremon
North of Kirksey, on speed, T -roof, 36mpg,
Need babysitter in inc should apply in person
762 6650 or 436 2844_
753-1222.
753-0689
Bailey.
Farris
home ,
759 1987.
2 days Mon Fri. at Care Inn 4th and
Marshall
and Calloway great condition. $4000 or
Two bedroom duplex
Dr
Must have references. Indiana, Mayfield Ky. 41t. x (ift. Flashing
County line. 489 2425.
best offer. Call Y53-7855.
Refrigeration and Air
apartment gas heat,
Cramped? Need rem?
arrow
sign.
Must
sell.
Call 753 04E14
or call 247 0200.
stove, refrigerator $225,
There is lots of room in this
MUST SELL! Excellent 1981 Datsun 2005X ap- If your furniture, cars, Condition Service and
Sacrifice. 502-529 2721.
farm property 1 mile proximately 38mpg, vans, boats, and so forth Repair. Central air
4 bedroom home located in
FirewoOd cut to order. deposit and reference.
west of Stella. 274 acres blue, loaded with ex
needs that new look, Commercial and Re
kirk.y area. An Oder
$25. per rick. Call 436-2802.
436
with 237 tendable and 60 tras, excellent condition please give us a call and sidential Service
home with modern
Two bedroom furnished
436 2292.
$6800. 753-8295 after we will try our hardest 5536
acres in timber, Pro
decoration, lenge dining
KEROSENE apartment extra nice.
to please you. We have a
perty has 4.33 acres 4p.m.
room, den, living room.
B.I's Telephone Systems is a individually owned
HEATERS. Buy now Furnished washer,
tobacco base with 3 1982 Mercury LN7 Hat
wide selection of fabric
Also hes a large doted in
and save! 6800 BTU. dryer. dishwasher. S200
Will clean carpets,
business bases on 30 years of Telephone exto
tobacco
choose from. Call
chback
barns
a
loaded
month
and
$6500.
753 8298 days,
front porch. Best of WI is
$119.99
9000
BTU.
windows
also clean
753 5361 or 753 6488.
several other buildings 753-6023.
perience. This means you get Professional, Top
753 6194 nights.
the price, only $21,500.
5149.99: 9300 BTU
including
a good farm By Owner 1981
and wax hard wood
Quality Products & Service at a very Reasonab
Olds 88 Insulation blown in by
$179.99; 9300 BTU with
le
house. $295,000. Call diesel loaded,
CALI US AT
33.
Sears_
TVA
Satisfaction
approved.
floors.
24,000
fan, $21299; 11,500
Rate. We handle all types of phone work, from
Spann Realty Assoc. miles.
753-4000 or 484-2764.
Call after Save on those high
BTU, S179.99; 19,500 One room efficiency $95
guaranteed.
753,7724.
the smallest residential job to the installati
heating and cooling
5.30p.m., 753-7419,
on &
BTU, $219.99. Wallin month plus deposit. Call
service of multi-line business systems.
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Four 1980 model Buick bills Call Sears 753 2310
after 4p.m .753 4793.
for free estimates.
LaSabras, 4 door. 350
As a Supply Store, we want to be sure
King, automatic wood
to
Beautiful home with engines all A 1 condi- JC & C Sheeting Vinyl,
heater, dells cabinet
carry the products that you will be needing.
We
300' lake frontage and tion, radial tires, power aluminum, steel 8..vinyl STORAGE -Boats, pen
With lift off cook surface Two bedroom
toons, campers 51 per
feel the best way to do this is to ask you.
house for
125' boat dock. 2 large and air, Can sell some coated aluminum siding
If you
top. Brick lined fire box rent 1 II miles
south of
lots in Hurley Riley at half price. Call and trim for houses. foot per month. Winfeel you may be interested in any of the
with cast iron grates Coldwater.
proterization
and fall re
Call
Also
Subdivision with use of 436-2427_
fiberglass shake
ducts below, simply check that item(s) ft
and doors. $249.99. 489 2378.
send
Village Hwy. 641 N.
siding. We also put on or pairs. 10 percent off
approximatey 4 acres. 2
Wallin Hardware, Paris
with
this
add. Murray
the list to us. We're looking forward to hearing
repair galvanized and
bedroom home with
Murray, Ky.
In.
aluminum roofs and Sport & Marine 718 S.
from you.
detached garage, chain
4th St.
...00king for old barn to
link fenced backyard, 1976 Ford pickup Call siding for barns. 759
Building for rent 103 N.
.Pre-wiring of a new Nome or Business
tear down for lumber
1600 office qs 753-0329 Sammy Tidwell Paint
3rd Dixie Dry Cleaners. YES YOU CAN
AS- grapevines, apple trees, 762-7354 after 5p m
.Convential Phones
759-4588 or 753-7637.
ing
Contractor
home.
E
pear
trees, and cherry
See Thomas H. Crider SUMABLE LOAN FOR
Non glare glass for your 753-5153.
perienced interior and
.Decorator Phones
YOU! Just listed 4 trees. Owner will conexterior painting. Free
pictures. cut to size.
bedrooms, 2 baths, sider trade or financing.
.Multi-Line Business Systems
estimate. Call 753 4686
Murray Lumber Co. 104
maintenance free Call Spann Realty As
1781 Boat, with tandem
.Telephone Answering Sets
Maple 753-3161.
or 753-0487.
soc. 753-7724.
trailer, 70hp Mercury
Chestnut horse home. Spend your leis
.Do-It- Yourself Telephone Accessories
WELL DRILLING and
4 00
OREGON SAW chains, American saddle breed, ore hours on wrap
Also 17 f t
Beautiful furnished or
repair. Campbell Well
.Additional Wiring in my Home or Business
31" .pitch for 16" bar, 16 hands saoo. Call around deck with a cool unfurnished house, on 5 Yellowstone camper
Drilling
glass
McKenzie, TN.
57.99;
of
excella
4710.
753
lemonad
20",
nt
conditi
S8.99,
e.
acre
on
wooded lot, on Ky.
Wallin
.Wireless Phones
Irregation residential
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Horses boarded. Stalls Basement recreation Lake. 3 bedroom, $1700. Call 443-9263.
Send:
Name, Address
.Speaker Phones
room
and
commercial. 901
with stone livingroom, kitchen, 3381
Stepping stones round $30, pasture $20.
Fiberglass cabin
Telephone Na.
.Other (Specify) _
.3573671.
and square also splash Limited space. Phone fireplace. Mature trees screened in porch, sun - cruiser. Sleeps 4, has
on nice double lot. Dial deck, and sauna. 16 trailer. Sell or trade for
Will sharpen hand saws,
blocks. Murray Lumber 753 3010.
°Century 21 Loretta miles from Murray. a van 159-1987.
ro•VE EST...4
,
ES *
circular saws, and
Co. 104 Maple 753 3161.
Jobs Realtors 753 1492
753 8207.
chain saws 753 4656
Beagles for sale 759Florida home 2 bed
10x40 2 bedroom fur 1893 or 436 5433.
room, workshop, large
ished, naturaf\ gas. For sale . Birddog
screen porch, quiet
pupgood condition. Phone pies 540 Call 753-9957
Subdivision. Royal
Roofing All Types, 15
753 3895 after 5p.m.
Palms in yard, ideal
after 6p m.
years experience, all
retirement home, near
NOTE% 11111 LAMM
,
bay. Owner must sell
work guaranteed. Don
11111111
1
=
6
=
"
1
due to health. $32,000.
Wilkerson, 489-2580
759-4704
THE RIGHT
or 345-2602.
Good country living on
PLACE
four acres. Nice brick
AT THE
home, central heat and
RIGHT TIME
air, all appliances and APPLIANCE
Very attractive 3
some furniture will SERVICE - Kenmore,
bedroom brick
stay. Large 30 x 25 Westinghouse.
20 years
workshop House is only Whirlpool
home only minutes
experience. Parts and
three
22
years old. KOPfrom city limits.
service
Bobby
Hopper
PERUD REALTY. 753Bob's Appliance Ser
Features include
vice 202 S. 5th St
central heat and
New 3 bedroom home on 7 5 3
4 8 7 2
air, den and woodbeautiful wooded lot 753-88861homet.
Phone 753-5351 /753-5352
with spring fed creek,
burning fireplace,
of hardy cushion Mums. Assorted
new appliances, new All roofing, painting,
attached garage
air - conditioner, 1 '2 home and farm building
colors.
and wooden
and
repair,
discount
10
baths, carport. 1618
with this ad. Call Mike
backyard deck. A
Oakhill Dr. Westwood
each
435-4223 or 247 3716.
Subdivision. 753 5014.
pretty picture for
Free Estimates
HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
OWNER FINANCING
pleasant living.
TO QUALIFIED Appliance repair work
Mid $40's. Phone
1 mile on 94 last
brands...Specialize in
BUYER: Do you need all
KOPPERUD
separate living quarters Tappen Call 753 5341 or
ty Serv ice
REALTY, 753-1222
for mother in law? 354-6956. Earl Lovett.
Company
for all details.
Large workshop for Build and Repair
it
Heating and Air
Free
Dad? Country kitchen tobacco barns
Aluminum and Vinyl
Later
YES YOU CAN BUY
for mom? Five acres estimate Call 4354347
Conditioning
Siding, Custom trim
SELLER will help you for kids to ride dirt CARPET CLEANING,
Soles Soles and
buy his home. Enjoy' the bikes? Give us a call Free Estimates
work.
Refor enc.op
Service Modern
lake and wildlife from
now at Century 21 Satisfied references.
Call Will Ed Bailey
warm family room
the
Loretta Jobs Realtors Vibra Steam or Quick Sheet Metal & Ser753 0689.
in winter and the patios 753 1492.
Dry Cleaning.
vice Departments
in the summer
This Owner wants an offer on (Upholstery Cleaning).
three bedroom is nes
a 3 bedroom brick home Lee's Carpet Cleaning
fled on a beautiful on an acre located
on 753 5827
wooded lot with ad
Highway 94 East
Re- Campbell's Tree Serditional acreage with duced to 921,000.
vice. Topping, trim(OP
undisturbed natural 7
P53
E,
RU
777D REALTY - ming, removing. Full
RANDY
beauty abounding with
insuranc
e
Call 1 527
THORNTON
dogwoods overlooking
0918.
HEATING AND AIR
the take. All this can be REDUCED $4,000! New
2 bedroom
Bot
u brib
k 49umatili tes
cy
y
yours with seller finan
CONDITIONING INC
North
cing Call 753 1492 and
craftsmen, with best
let Century 21 Loretta
heat pump: fully in:
ROOF
Jobs Realtors help you
ablated.. cily-aval
PROBLEMS?
rbrispretely
-T recoriitie-•• -baiseaeto- driveway and
Replay Solon
in fine taste 4 bedroom, siF5ewa16. Nice private
Need • second opi
1 'a story.home in city. It, hO excellee.,
1515 Johnson
Mon, Build-up
or
Owner financing at 10 neighborhood
The carrier dealer 1 er isles
Buy
Blvd
Residential.
percent, give you low direct from owner
Local
eel service urn, Merin sad
112=1:11
. bemonthly payments
A fore Oct 1st for only
references Cell Hugh
753-9847
c•iltiviey (*WI 107
large double lot, 2 car $33,900 Phone 753 9773.
RENTAL
SALES
Chastest
OotIond 759 1 718 or
Closed Monday
garage, and storage
Remodeled home near
105 N 7th
753 8076
Shed . Economical heat. Universit
8. Wednesday.
y
3 bedroom
753 0600
and many extras. Call plus
furnished apart.
Spann Realty Assoc
203 Mo,^
ment Lots of extra's.
,
'&3 8201
753 7721
Calif$3 3919

FOR SALE

C o of the
ionald
Sr.,

Strout
Realty

xcep-

$275.00

settlere filed
lloway
art on
ore
!, 1982,
hear-

4. Produce

IS. Articles for Sale

43. Real Estate

PLAZA
Open 9-9 Daily

in, Cirt Clerk
IICE
nivel Cl lte

44. Lots for Sale

28. Mobile Home Rentals

Viet 0.rettP

PIN STRIPING

16. Home Furnishings

119 Saab kb
ao Sept 21
eat sal wit
terns et thl
SfSIMII

6. Help Wanted

in

Oil

45 Automatic

I at lie attics
recta s sill
't

12. Musical

1111

753-9998

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

CE
'erne Jim
-ales Dept
showroom
s 11 00 PM
Tuesdays,
days

O. Used Cars

Card of Thanks

ISMOBILE

LDILLAC
Main
S

Handpa mted
Factory &
Custom

4.Auto Services

29. Heating-Cooling

30. Business Rentals

23. Exterminating

ALE

32. Apts. For Rent

to 3 acres
verol out
iId store,

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

remodel.
75 3-609 8

4.5. Farmsfor Sale

aluminum

Help Wanted

NN "For
Diet" by
v ing Pro
eservatives
Vera based
:tor tested
',is and all
products
.ent money
'iteed
For
m this diet
pro
ranklin and
n'-g
u s

26. Miscellaneous

-Coming to Murray
BJ's TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

Roomsfor Rent

School pro
child care
ional pro
stration is
.gress for
25 The
School is
nodern and
?d facility
by well
ersonnel.
or visit at
'iew Dr.

34. Houses for Rent

'NC,
Realtors

SO. Used Trucks

36. For Rent or Lease

are but

52. Boats-Motors

things
it can
i mans
is as
as the ones
Is I..S.

37. Livestock-Supplies

ROBINSON

ranteed

tax benefits.
.ed b• the
larantce of

•ou're
t out more
in. take a
Savings
ll be happier
rns. Mans

To: BJ's Telephone Systems 1603
Belmont Murray
Bobby Wade, Owner
753 - 2220
Free Estimates

DAY
753-3716
753-5292

27. Mobile Home Sales

38, Pets-Supplies

53. Services Offered

ROOFING

7531222

ROOFING
ROOFING

Dial-A-Service

FREE ESTIMATE

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

mmaIMME18

Jackson Service Co.
436-5536

Taxi Cab Service

iy the
II' 1:00
o of the

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week

911

lowing
ounty
mobile
irehenpment.
pies of
I from

Murray
Police
Dept.
CHIMNEY
753-1621
SWEEPING
SERVICE
Emergencies
Clean
now.
911
you may
have to wait. 435Calloway
4348 or 762County
4792.
Sheriff
\ 753-3151

Weaks
cutive

,
ommsmmt

p.m.

ad
loway
n and
edical
glers,
d and
work,
Plans
rotors
iich is
rid or
with

753-3317

46. Homesfor Sale

1

•

Poison

Aluminum
Service
Co.

753-8181

es>
Quail

753-9290

1

TINA
OLSON
& CO

Contrui

753.75,88

Police
911

MUMS THE WORD

100's

$3.95

759-4512

RENTAL SPECIAL
of the MONTH
PORTABLE ELECTRIC SIGN

DAY - $5.50
WEEK - $11.50
MONTH - $55.00

- We also have Thatchers
and Lawn Aerators

Jones & Gray
Upholstery

CENTER

144 II ItIf Mt Hit%) Kr

IFIN•FH

INF, VI

trib. r I

1.0e
•lAtal Nle., Sails for t•ss•Wai Mart SoNs for I
tor Lass•We, Mart SeNs tor les,

Don't Miss
These Super
Low Sale
Prices!

Mr. Coffee
Filters

Wa
l
k
Heavy Duty
Laundry Detergent

,..1.28

Ivory Liquid
For Dishes
•32
•Reg 1 7:

soie

Sale 2•
97

Wisk Liquid
Laundry Detergent
1, unces
3 48

2
/7
.97

Prestone II
•Reg 4 47

...10/97
`

"Cheerful" Plastic
Hangers
*Assorted colors
*Lightweight plastic
Everyday Low Price

Glad Sandwich
Bags
•80 count
•Reg 66

Fantastik

•32 Oz •With tr gger
.multi-surface cleaner

Wal-Mart
Envelopes
• )Count
• 5,8 In x 6-1/2 In

so,e2/2.97

Reg. $1.0
.7

Magnetic
Photo Album
•10 Sheets. 20 pages
•Asst solids & print
covers
*Reg. 1.96

Pext4
NET
lilt. Ill
"Liquid

Weolite
cold water
;wilt

Everyday low prIre

00

3 pkgs for 1 •

Good News
3 Pk.

SOP 2/97C

88c
----Liquid Woolits-

Aqua Net
Hair Spray

*Safely soaks fine
viashables
•I6
.
02.
*Reg I 46

_219r
Aluminum Diamond
Foil
• r, c„1
4 Y
•

f
Wal Mart Soils for lass•Wail Mart Sells for toss•WIN Mart Sells or

S•

rl Mart SIM, for tr-

WaI Mart Salts for tar.,•Wass • Wal Mart Seas fro

ass•••811 M.

